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FADE IN

1 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY CLOUDY DAYTIME

EVIL DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. On the

Planet of Eightcondron the 8 EYED ALIENS are walking in line

out from the factory looking tired.

SUDDENLY the HORN comes off, and the 8 eyed aliens walked

back into the factory feeling disappointed. All of a sudden

it started to RAIN FIRE.

8 EYED ALIEN

(disappointed)

Oh no, not again.

The 8 Eyed alien took out his fire proof umbrella having the

fire to hit them umbrella.

3 YOUNG 8 EYED ALIEN KIDS are throwing rocks into the LAVA

RIVER. 1 of them throws a big rock into the river causing to

SPLASH. Suddenly an 8 EYED ALIEN OFFICER ran up to the kids.

8 EYED ALIEN OFFICER

(to the kids)

Hey you kids read the sign, no

throwing rocks.

8 EYED ALIEN KIDS

Sorry officer.

CUT TO

2 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY MARKET PLACE CLOUDY DAYTIME

In the market place the 8 Eyed Aliens are shopping for food.

SUDDENLY the 8 EYED ALIEN FARMER places a sign for his fruit

for 800,000 dollars.

8 EYED ALIEN

800,000 Octodons?!

8 EYED ALIEN FARMER

Sorry Eighteron’s orders.

8 EYED ALIEN

(mad)

Well I want to see Eighteron right

here and now.

(CONTINUED)
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SUDDENLY EIGHTERON an 8 EYED ALIEN 8 feet tall, powerful,

sadism, cruel, mean, determined, megalomaniac, deadly,

smart,and demanding has grey skin and 8 different colored

eyes APPEARS in the market place.

EIGHTERON

Who called me?

The 8 Eyed Alien Farmer points to the 8 Eyed Alien.

Eighteron walks up to the 8 Eyed Alien and picks him up by

the neck.

EIGHTERON

Are you the one who called me?

8 EYED ALIEN

(worried)

Yes Eighteron, how do you know?

EIGHTERON

I can hear you a mile a way, I can

also hear your heart beat.

8 EYED ALIEN

(asked worriedly)

What are you going to do with me?

EIGHTERON

I have no time to deal with you. I

have other matters to attend with

but I’ll do this.

Eighteron flicks his fingers at him in the face sending him

FLYING upwards in the air and comes down from the sky and

CRASH onto some wooden crates.

EIGHTERON

(asks his people)

Does anyone else want something

from me?

The 8 Eyed Aliens look worried and scared. Suddenly

Eighteron gets hit in the back of the head with a rock.

Eighteron FIRES LASERS from his eyes hitting a building at

the end of the market place, causing it to EXPLODE.

Eighteron then TELEPORTS out of the market place.

CUT TO
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3 INT. EIGHTCONDRON EIGHTERON’S MANSION

TENSE EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.At Eighteron’s

mansion YAGG a MALE 8 EYED ALIEN obedient, smart, wise, calm

and haughty wearing 1 eye patch is waiting for Eighteron.

Suddenly Eighteron APPEARS behind Yagg.

EIGHTERON

(to Yagg)

Hello Yagg

Yagg gets startled by Eighteron.

YAGG

(to Eighteron)

Please sir don’t do that.

EIGHTERON

Sorry I like to do that. Now on to

other matters.

Eighteron walks up to his throne and sit in it.

YAGG

You see your powerfulness. I

research the origins of this planet

"Earth", it’s a human planet,

created by a giant in the sky or

evolved from animals called apes.

Earth is 1 of the youngest planets

is the solar system called the

Milky way, but the humans are

prepared for anything, they have

armies too, but the Earth’s armies

are in different places on Earth

called Countries.

EIGHTERON

Continue.

YAGG

These so called countries on Earth

have different leaders, controlling

the countries and the leaders and

countries don’t get along.

EIGHTERON

(grins)

Prefect, that’ll give us an

advantage during our invasion.

(CONTINUED)
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YAGG

(asked)

But sir are you over reacting to

this Earth incident. I mean the

Earthers are...

EIGHTERON

(madly interrupts)

No I am not over reacting to this.

Earth has started this and we shall

settle the score with them. I have

watched Eightcondron suffer from

others and as their new leader I

won’t let that happen again.

YAGG

I understand master.

CUT TO

4 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY MILITARY BASE TARMAC MOMENTS

LATER

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. At the military base

all of the EIGHTCONDRONER SOLDIERS Eighcondroners wearing

uniforms are all lined up in 50 lines in the middle of the

tarmac.

Eighteron and Yagg arrived into the base walk into the

tarmac. Eighteron turn his attention to the statue of his

father.

EIGHTERON

(to the statue)

Hello father... And good bye.

Eighteron FIRES LASERS from his eyes right at the statue

causing it to EXPLODE. The pieces of the destroyed statue

fall from the sky and onto the ground.

YAGG

Have all of your attention to your

mighty leader Eighteron.

Eighteron faces the soldiers.

EIGHTERON

Alright men. Since I become leader

of the entire planet I dreamed of

having our world to become the most

feared planet in the Universe. And

that plan is successful. Now our

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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EIGHTERON (cont’d)
planet has become powerful and

feared. With this new power, we’ve

been conquering planets by the

dozens and now it’s time to set a

course for Earth and show them no

mercy.

EIGHTCONDRON SOLDIERS

(shouts)

NO MERCY!

EIGHTERON

(shouts)

Long Live, Eightcondron.

EIGHTCONDRON SOLDIERS

(chants )

Long Live Eightcondron 5x

The Soldiers all match into the spaceships and go into them.

Eighteron get into the command ship along with Yagg.

CUT TO

5 INT.EIGHTERON’S COMMAND SHIP BRIDGE

TENSE EVIL DRAMA CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Eighteron

and Yagg enters into the bridge of the command ship. TITEN

an eightcondron female, 4’05, mean, tough, rude, violent and

edgy and demanding, has purple hair and green skin is

looking out of the window.

EIGHTERON

(glad)

Titen so glad to see you again.

TITEN

Yes I too agree. We haven’t meet

since the last invasion.

EIGHTERON

Oh yes those "poor people" on

Zexando are so helpless.

Titen sit down into a chair right next to Eighteron’s chair.

Eighteron sit down into his chair.

EIGHTERON

(commanded)

Set a course to Earth. I want the

people of Earth to feel fear when

we arrive.

(CONTINUED)
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CUT TO

6 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY MILITARY BASE TARMAC MOMENTS

LATER

The Command ship LIFTS OFF into the dark sky and the other

space ships fallowed it into the dark.

FADE TO BLACK

7 EXT. EUCALYPCITY WAREHOUSE DISTRICT DAYTIME

In the Warehouse district a SECURITY GUARD is sleeping on

the job at the gate. SUDDENLY the SHADOW of B.I.G comes and

overcast the sleeping security guard who is in the booth.

SECURITY GUARD

May I help you?

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.B.I.G grabs

the security Guard and lifts him up. B.I.G throws him onto

the ground. The Bat Mistress enters into the booth.

THE BAT QUEEN’S P.O.V - CATALOG ON DESK

The Bat Mistress opens the catalog to the middle of the

book. The Bat Mistress put her index finger on the page and

slowly move it down the page.

RETURN TO SCENE

The Bat Mistress gets out from the booth.

THE BAT MISTRESS

I found it.

CUT TO

8 INT. WAREHOUSE 6 DAYTIME

TENSE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.B.I.G opens the door

to the warehouse. The Bat Mistress entered into the

warehouse and B.I.G follows her into the warehouse.

They both walk towards the right side of the warehouse to a

stack of crates. The Bat Mistress’s bats lifts up the top

crate up with some rope and place it onto the floor.

B.I.G TEARS off the top of the crate and throws it behind

him. The Bat Mistress takes out the Large Ray.

(CONTINUED)
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THE BAT MISTRESS

Thank you B.I.G. And now that I

have the Large Ray I can do this.

The Bat Mistress FIRES A LASER from the large ray hitting 3

of the bats causing them to GROW LARGE.

THE BAT MISTRESS

Prefect, now for the others.

SUDDENLY a rope captures the large ray and pulls it out from

the Bat Mistress’s hands. Fluffy catch the Large Ray. The

Bat Mistress and B.I.G turns to see the Koalas, Katelyn

Reads and Lila X are in the warehouse.

THE BAT MISTRESS

(mad)

The Koalas again.

B.I.G

Along with their friends.

PAUL

We’ve fallowed you hear,

by watching you guys for 15 hours.

MARIN

Without a proper bathroom break.

JAKE

(smiled)

No, I like the bathroom break we’ve

got.

FLUFFY

(mad)

Using a bucket isn’t a bathroom.

BRUCE

At least we have hand sanitizer.

The Bat Mistress SNAPS her fingers and B.I.G goes into his

fighting stances.

PAUL

Everyone attack.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Bat

Mistress’s bats all charge at the Koalas, Katelyn and Lila.

The 3 Giant Bats fly up to the ceiling and dives down right

right at them.

(CONTINUED)
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The Koalas and the others all dodges the incoming giant

bats. Fluffy and Bruce both throw throwing stars right at

the Giant bats hitting them. The 3 Giant bats ROARS and

FLIES towards the Koalas, Katelyn and Lila.

PAUL

(commands)

Furious Fluffy, Katelyn, Lila you

girls handle the Bat Mistress,

Jakey, Marty you guys handle the

giant bats, me and Big Bruce shall

take care of B.I.G.

B.I.G CRACKS his knuckles and charges right at Paul and

Bruce. Paul takes out his 3 section staff and press a button

on it causing the three section staff to TRANSFORM into the

Boxing Glove Staff and twirls it around. Bruce took out his

kuma and twirls it around.

B.I.G

It’s time to break your little

toys.

Paul and Bruce both leaps into the air. Paul throws his

Boxing Glove Staff right at B.I.G hitting him in the face.

The Boxing Glove Staff BOUNCES right back at Paul and he

catches it and Paul throws a kick right at B.I.G. Bruce

swings his kuma right at B.I.G, but B.I.G catches the kuma

and CRUSHES it with his bare hand.

BRUCE

(mad)

Oh Great.

Bruce throws a punch right a B.I.G and B.I.G grabs his punch

and throws him to the ground and also stamps on top of

Bruce. Bruce catch B.I.G’s foot and pushes it off of him.

Bruce leaps off of the floor and throws a flying jump kick

right at B.I.G hitting him in the face.

BRUCE

It’s time to show you what I am

really made of.

Bruce ROARS and his eyes GLOW RED and he grows RAZOR SHARP

TEETH and CLAWS.

BRUCE

This is called my Beast Mode.

Bruce leaps into the air and throws his razor sharp claws

right at B.I.G. B.I.G blocks the strike his robot arm

causing Bruce to make CLAW MARKS appear on the arm and grabs

B.I.G’s arm and judo throws him onto the floor.

(CONTINUED)
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B.I.G FIRES A LASER out of his laser eye at Bruce. Paul come

in front of him and TRANSFORM his Boxing Glove Staff into a

Mirror staff, causing the laser fire to hit back right at

B.I.G hitting him in the face causing him to stumble

backwards and CRASH into some crates.

Martin and Jake FIRES their grappling hooks right at 2 giant

bats wrapping the ropes on their legs. The 2 Giant Bats fly

around the warehouse while Martin and Jake hang onto the

ropes.

JAKE

Woh, Woh,Woh, this isn’t good bro.

MARTIN

I know Jakey.

The 3rd Giant Bat grabs hold of Martin and Jake and SLAMS

them against the wall.

MARTIN

(to Jake)

Quickly grab your taser stick.

JAKE

You got a plan?

MARTIN

Yes.

Martin and Jake take out their taser sticks and uses them to

SHOCK the Giant Bat causing the bat to let go of Martin and

Jake. They both grab the Giant Bat’s wings and throwed it

right into some crates.

Suddenly the 2 other Giant Bats come over the crates and

dives down right towards Jake and Martin. Martin and Jake

both throw kicks right at the incoming bats knocking both of

them out causing them to fall and CRASH onto the crates.

Lila and Katelyn both throw punches and kicks at the

incoming giant bats, making them fall to the ground. Lila

leaps into the air and throws a double tornado kick at 2

giant bats and making them fall to the ground. Lila grabs

the legs of a giant bat and throws it onto the ground.

The other Giant Bat FLAPS off from the floor. Martin turns

to see the Giant Bat is FLAPPING in the air. The Giant Bat

dives right towards Martin and Jake. Jake picks up a

baseball bat and swings it right at the Giant Bat hitting it

in the face causing the giant bat to CRASH through the wall.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

(smiles)

See that, I hit a bat with a bat.

MARTIN

Very clever Jakey.

Lila X throws throwing stars right at the Bat Mistress.The

Bat Mistress dodges the throwing stars and SCREAMS right at

Katelyn, Lila and Fluffy hitting them, and causing the glass

to BREAK. Fluffy throws a flying jump kick right at the Bat

Mistress hitting her in the chest. She then throws an

uppercut punch at the Bat Mistress hitting her in the face.

The Bat Mistress takes out her razor sharp nails from her

fingers.

THE BAT MISTRESS

Time to test out my new nails.

The Bat Mistress throws a scratch right at Katelyn. Katelyn

blocks the scratch and judo throws the Bat Mistress and

Fluffy throws a kick right at the Bat Mistress sending her

siding across the floor and slamming into a crate. The Bat

Mistress SNAPS her fingers and dozens of bats fly above her.

THE BAT MISTRESS

Attack on pretties.

All of the Bat Mistress’s bats all fly right at Fluffy,

Katelyn and Lila. They all dodges the bats and some of the

bats starts to pull onto Katelyn’s and Lila’s hair.

KATELYN READS

(mad)

Ouch, ouch stop pulling on my hair,

I just got it conditioned.

LILA X

(mad)

And I got mine brushed this

morning.

FLUFFY

Well we know that the Bat Queen’s

weakness is loud noises.

Fluffy takes out her koala cell from her pocket and TURNS it

on. LOUD ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC come out from the Koala Cell,

causing the Bat Mistress SCREAMS and cover her ears.

(CONTINUED)
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THE BAT MISTRESS

(mad)

Ahhh my ears, curse you loud music.

Fluffy, Katelyn and Lila throw kicks at the Bart Mistress

hitting her sending her flying across the floor and SLAMS

into the wall.

KATELYN READS

I always wonder what music the Bat

Mistress likes.

B.I.G lifts up a large crate and throws it right at Paul and

Bruce. Paul karate chops the large crate in half and throws

a flying kick right at B.I.G hitting him in the chest and

then throws an uppercut punch right at B.I.G’s face.

B.I.G lifts up his left leg and STOMPS onto the ground

causing the floor to CRACK and the floor to SHAKE. Paul

TRANSFORM his mirror staff back into the Boxing Glove Staff

and swings it right at B.I.G hitting him in the face causing

him to fall to the floor.

BRUCE

This is going to hurt in a big way.

Bruce leaps off from the top crate off of another stack of

crates and throws a downward kick right at B.I.G hitting him

causing the entire floor to CRACK and making a HOLE to

appear and B.I.G falls into the hole.

That Bat Mistress’s bats lifts the Bat Mistress up and fly

out from the warehouse. The other bats lifts up B.I.G out

through the hole and flies out of the warehouse. Katelyn

picks up the Large Ray.

KATELYN READS

Let’s take this back to Area 1.

Suddenly Paul’s ears start to WIGGLE. Paul then looks up

into the ceiling.

MARTIN

Powerful Paul, is something the

mater?

PAUL

Yes, but it’s not here yet, but

it’s coming soon.

MARTIN

Wait, Wait, Wait, you’re saying

that you can hear things before it

even comes?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

Yes, like I can hear the future.

MARTIN

We better run some test back at

Area 1.

Paul and Martin exit the warehouse along with Fluffy, Jake,

Bruce, Lila X and Katelyn Reads.

FADE TO

9 INT AREA 1 MAIN BUILDING DAYTIME MOMENTS LATER

MILITARY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the main

building of Area 1 Katelyn give Betty Bills the Large Ray.

Betty Bills put the Large Ray into the mobile vault and 2

AREA 1 AGENTS take the mobile vault away.

GENERAL REX

Good work on getting the Large Ray.

KATELYN READS

You’re welcome General Rex, why is

it in the San Diego warehouse

district in the first place?

GENERAL REX

We through to trick the enemy if

they come to the real vault and

steel it.

MARTIN

How about upgrading your security

on that so the enemy won’t get it

to it.

GENERAL REX

We’ve should of thought of that in

the first place.

Betty and the other agents walk towards the elevators and go

into them. Suddenly Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE again.

FLUFFY

(to Paul)

Your ears a wiggling again.

PAUL

I know it feels like something is

coming closer. But it’s not here

yet.

(CONTINUED)
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GENERAL REX

We better scan you right away.

CUT TO

10 INT. AREA 1 RESEARCH LABORATORY MOMENTS LATER

In the research laboratory Paul is laying down on the table.

The scanner SCANS Paul from head to toe. The SCANNER then

TURNS OFF.

COMPUTER SCREEN

The data on the computer POPS on the screen and Martin

started to read it.

AREA 1 RESEARCH LABORATORY

Paul gets off of the table and walks up to the computer.

MARTIN

According to the data we got, it

seems like your super hearing is

developing very fast so it can hear

the future.

GENERAL REX

Whoa hold your horses there your

saying that your brother can hear

the future.

MARTIN

In short form, yes.

JAKE

(smiles)

This is so sweet, Powerful Paul can

hear the future. Tell us the

lottery numbers.

BRUCE

Hear the future not see it.

ROSE MCSCOTT

This new part of your super hearing

is very impressive, but remember

you have responsibility with that

power of yours. What do you hear

with it?

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(explains)

Well I here some engine noise and

it’s coming in closer, not to us

but from outer space.

FLUFFY

Like another alien invasion.

PAUL

Yes, but bigger, and I also hear

talking from space and destruction

on Earth.

LILA X

You say that it like a bad thing.

PAUL

It could be a bad thing, but we

should call the Galactic 4 to check

it out.

GENERAL REX

But right now we’ve also have to

monitor any other alien activity on

Earth.

BRUCE

So how are we going to do that?

KATELYN READS

Simple we’ll use the Alien Scanning

Satellites that President Linda

Lance is going to launch today.

Katelyn Reads uses the TV remote to TURN ON the TV.

ON THE TV

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE in her 50’s orange hair, smart, nice,

caring, mature,reliable,commanding,responsible appears on

the TV screen. Dozens of NEWS REPORTERS are at the front of

the stage.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

(on TV)

My fellow Americans and the nice

people of the world. Today is a day

where life from Outer space shall

be discovered. With these new

satellites that the rest of the

world pitch in to help build, to

launch them into space to track

down any life on other worlds.

(CONTINUED)
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The audiences CLAP for joy and President Linda Lance press

the button causing it to BEEP. The TV screen next to

President Linda Lance TURNS ON. On the other TV screen the

20 rockets BLASTED off into space.

The audience CLAPS and FLASHES of LIGHT come out from the

cameras.

AREA 1 RESEARCH LABORATORY

JAKE

Who’s she?

KATELYN READS

She’s our president Linda Lance.

BRUCE

I thought that our president is a

guy not a lady.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Well we can’t have men elected to

be presidents of the United States

all of the time, women have to have

a chance to be president. You know

back in my day we have Jimmy Carter

as president and he was a great

leader.

LILA X

And so as Linda.

GENERAL REX

(sarcastically)

Yeah. Good leader.

CUT TO

11 EXT. OUTER SPACE EARTH MOMENTS LATER

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In outer space

the rockets from Earth . The rockets OPENS releasing the

satellites.

Suddenly the Ultramite fly over from the Earth and pass the

satellites.

CUT TO
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12 INT. COCKPIT OF ULTRAMITE MOVING

In the cockpit Captain Star is piloting the Ultramite, with

Coscomica seating beside him and Shooting Star and Tro in

the back.

Coscomica press a button causing it to BEEP.

COSMOCIA

I got a message from the Koalas.

CAPTAIN STAR

What does it say?

COSMOCIA

(reading the message)

It saids we believe that aliens are

coming this way to Earth and we

want you to help us out with it.

SHOOTING STAR

Well what a quintessence we are

tracking the same aliens that are

heading to Earth.

TRO

Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro,

Tro,Tro,Tro,Tro,Tro?

CAPTAIN STAR

We don’t know.

SUDDENLY the reflection of the Eightcondron armada APPEARS

in the front window.

SHOOTING STAR

(ask)

Um...is that the aliens we are

looking for?

CAPTAIN STAR

Yeap.

CUT TO

13 EXT. OUTER SPACE FAR FROM EARTH ARMADA

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Ultramite

stopped in front of the armada in mid space.

(CONTINUED)
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TRO (O.S)

Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro?

CAPTAIN STAR (O.S)

The very same.

SHOOTING STAR (O.S)

I say we can head to Earth to tell

the others.

COSMOCIA (O.S)

Good Idea.

The Ultramite then TURN INVISIBLE.

CUT TO

14 INT.EIGHTERON’S COMMAND SHIP BRIDGE MOVING

In Eighteron’s command ship, Titen

TITEN

(ask)

What happened?

EIGHTERON

The ship had turned invisible. That

what happened. We shall continue to

proceed as plan head towards Earth

at once. I want them to suffer.

TITEN

As you command.

One of the Eightcondron soldiers press a button on the

computer causing it to BEEP. SOUNDS OF THE ROCKET BOOSTERS

activates causing the command ship to move very fast.

ZOOM IN: EIGHTERON’S EYES

Each of Eighteron’s eyes GLOW A DIFFERENT COLOR.

DISSOLVE TO

15 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY SUNNY 8 MILLION YEARS AGO

(FLASHBACK)

DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 8 million years

ago on Eightcondron, Young Eigheron was running in the open

fields of Eightcondron playing with his toy spaceship.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly his father IGHT an 8 eyed alien 6’05 wise,

demanding, with a long brown beard came into the fields and

walks towards Young Eighteron. Young Eighteron BUMPS into

Ight and fall to the ground.

YOUNG EIGHTERON

Oh sorry father didn’t see you

there.

IGHT

(smiles)

It’s OK my son, now you better get

inside and wash up for dinner.

All of a sudden the SKY WENT DARK. And Young Eighteron looks

worried. Suddenly Invading Ships came out from the sky and

came down from the sky and FIRED LASERS right onto the

ground.

Ight picks up Young Eighteron and runs towards the castle.

IGHT

Eighteron let’s go inside quickly.

Young Eighteron looks up into the sky with a worried face.

YOUNG EIGHTERON’S P.O.V INTO THE SKY.

Invading ships continue to fly down from the sky and FIRES

LASERS onto the ground.

RETURN TO SCENE

Ight run into the castle while holding carrying Young

Eighteron in his army.

CUT TO

16 INT. EIGHTCONDRON CASTLE FLASHBACK

Ight comes into the castle and put Young Eighteron onto the

floor.

IGHT

(demands)

Eighteron go downstairs where it’s

safe.

YOUNG EIGHTERON

Father... What’s going on out

there?

(CONTINUED)
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IGHT

(to Young Eighteron)

I’m sorry son... But it looks like

our enemies had invaded out planet

and they want to take over our

planet.

YOUNG EIGHTERON

But why?

IGHT

I don’t know... But I’ll reason

with them so they won’t take over

our world, go to the basement

quick.

Young Eighteron runs down the hall and turns left and CLOSES

the door behind him.

CUT TO

17 INT. EIGHTCONDRON CASTLE’S BASEMENT FLASHBACK

Young Eighteron runs down the stairs and hide under the

staircase and go into a fettle passion.

The ground started to SHAKE and DEBRIS came down from the

ceiling. A glass case of gems falls off from the top shelf

and CRASHES onto the floor. SUDDENLY 8 DIFFERENT COLOR BEAMS

came out from the 8 gems and hitting Young Eighteron’s eyes.

Young Eighteron SCREAMS from the pain of getting hit by the

beams.

CLOSE UP: YOUNG EIGHTERON’S EYES.

Young Eighteron’s eyes GLOW A different color, one red, one

blue, one yellow, one green, one orange, one purple, one,

black and one white.

RETURN TO SCENE

YOUNG EIGHTERON (V.O)

I hope father is alright.

FADE TO BLACK
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18 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY CASTLE FLASHBACK

Young Eighteron comes out of the castle and walks out into

the streets.

YOUNG EIGHTERON’S P.O.V STREETS

All of the Capital City is destroyed. FIRE come out from

buildings. Destroyed battle vehicles BLOW UP. A lifeless

body of Ight is lying on the ground.

RETURN TO SCENE

Young Eighteron run to his father’s body and hugs it.

YOUNG EIGHTERON

(screams)

No!!!!!

Young Eighteron looks up into the sky and FIRES BEAMS from

his eyes.

BACK TO PRESENT.

Eighteron has a serious look on his face and his eyes GLOW

WITH DIFFERENT COLORS.

EIGHTERON

(mad)

Show Earth no mercy.

CUT TO

19 INT. AREA 1 TRAINING CENTER DAYTIME MOMENTS LATER

In the training center of Area 1 Rose McScott was in the

center of the training mats, with the Koalas, Katelyn Reads,

Lila X and the Kangaroos on the side facing her.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Alright everyone, today I am going

to teach you the most advance

martial art move that I ever

know.It’s called the Rapid

Hurricane Impact Kick and it goes

like this.

Rose McScott starts to SLAP her legs 5 times and go into her

fighting stances right in front a dummy and RAPIDLY

throws multiple kicks right at the dummy causing the dummy

to be shredded into piece.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

That’s so sweet... Do it again.

KNOCK OUT

It’s amazing, but why slap your

legs?

ROSE MCSCOTT

(explains)

It’s for spreading your chi into

your legs so they could go faster.

Now I would like all of you to try

it.

The Koalas, Katelyn Reads, Lila X, and the Kangaroos got up

and go onto the mat and face their dummies. Paul, Martin and

Bruce starts to SLAP their legs 5 times, so as Fluffy,

Kickerella, Katelyn Reads, and Lila X. Jake starts to SLAP

his legs a lot.

JAKE

(smiles)

Sweet, I like the leg slapping

thing.

WIPEOUT

(to Jake)

Jakey focus, this for our training

not making music with it.

JAKE

But it’s so catchy.

Paul, Bruce and Martin kick rapidly right at their dummies

SHREDDING them into pieces, so as Fluffy, Katelyn Reads,

Lila X and the Kangaroos. Jake starts to kick rapidly right

at his dummy SHREDDING it into piece. Jake then fall to the

floor.

JAKE

Man that is one move, my legs are

shaking.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Yes there is a side effect if you

keep on slapping your legs more

then 5 times.

Suddenly Martin’s Koala Cell BEEPS. Martin takes it out from

his pocket and looks at it.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

The Galactic 4 got back to us and

they say, the armada is on their

way to Earth and so are we.

KICKERELLA

Armada...like the Platypusers have

returned or something else?

PAUL

Something else. Platian is now in

control of Platstonia.It could be

something different

BRUCE

(ask)

So what aliens are coming?

Suddenly an ALARM comes off from the speakers and RED LIGHTS

FLASHES on the ceiling.

KATELYN READS

That must be the alarm from the

satellites.

LILA X

Does that mean the armada is

coming?

GENERAL REX (V.O)

(speakers)

Attention all Area 0 Agents, the

satellites detected an alien

armada, this isn’t a drill, I

repeat.

CUT TO

20 EXT. SKIES OVER AREA 1 DAYTIME SUNNY

The Ultramite come out from the clouds and dives down right

towards Area 1.

CAPTAIN STAR (O.S)

There it is Area 1.

COSMOCIA (O.S)

I hope the Koalas got our message.

CUT TO
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21 EXT.AREA 1 TARMAC DAYTIME SUNNY

The Ultramite FLOATS down and land1 onto the tarmac. The

door to the Ultramite OPENS causing STEAM to come out of the

sides of the door. The Galactic 4 came out from the

Ultramite.

PAUL

(smiles)

Hey there Captain Star.

CAPTAIN STAR

Hey guys,good to see you guys.

TRO

(happy)

Tro,Tro,Tro

Tro come up and hugs the Koalas, Katelyn Reads, Lila X, and

the Kangaroos and lifts them up into the air.

FLUFFY

(smiles)

Hey Tro, it’s good to see you again

too.

KATELYN READS

Now please put us down now.

Tro put the Koalas, Katelyn Reads, Lila X and the Kangaroos

down onto the ground. General Rex and Betty Bills come over

the others.

GENERAL REX

Good you guys came back.

BETTY BILLS

And we need you to help us with the

alien armada.

Suddenly Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE again and looks up

into the sky. Suddenly SOUNDS of DESTRUCTION come into

Paul’s head.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(to Paul)

Paul is something the mater?

PAUL

(serious)

Yes, the armada is here and it’s

coming in closer.

(CONTINUED)
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SUDDENLY the 8 eyed alien spaceships come out from the

clouds and FIRE LASERS right at the Koalas and the others.

The Koalas and the others all dodges the laser fire as they

hit the Ultramite causing it to EXPLODE.

SHOOTING STAR

Oh no not the Ultramite.

GENERAL REX

(into his earpiece)

Attention all agents, battle

stations.

CUT TO

22 INT. AREA 1 WEAPONS AND SUPPLY BUILDING

MILITARY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The ALARM come

off and RED LIGHTS FLASHES. All of the AREA 1 Agents came

running into the building.

3 Agents put laser proof armor on their bodies. 2 Agents

grabs 2 Laser Blasters off of the rack. 1 Agent put on a

utility belt and another 1 turns on one her laser blaster

causing it to CHARGE.

GENERAL REX (V.O)

(speakers)

Remember Agents, this is not their

world, this is our world and who

lives here, us humans, so don’t

back down on fighting, just keep on

fighting.

All of the Area 1 Agents all charge out through the door.

BACK TO TARMAC

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The 8 Eyed Aliens

come out from the spaceships and run onto the tarmac.

Captain Star FIRES his laser blaster right at the incoming 8

Eyed Aliens hitting 4 of them.

Cosmocia takes out her whip and WHIPS it and do a cart wheel

right towards the 8 Eyed Aliens and WHIPS her whip right 2 8

Eyed Aliens hitting them in their faces. Cosmocia then

throws a kick at one of the 8 Eyed Aliens hitting it in the

face and then throws a punch right at another one knocking

it to the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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TRO

(mad)

Tro,Tro,Tro!

Tro lifts up a Area 1 hummer into the air and throws it at

the 8 Eyed Aliens, but the aliens dodges the incoming hummer

as it CRASHES onto the ground. He then FIRES his LASER

VISION at the aliens, causing the aliens to get by the laser

vision and fall to the ground. Tro leaps into the air and

does a body slam and 5 other 8 Eyed Aliens.

SHOOTING STAR

(smiles)

It’s time for you to see stars.

Shooting Star FLY into the air and FIRES his YELLOW BEAMS

from his hands right at the 8 Eyed Aliens that are FIRING

LASERS in the air, and hitting them knocking the out onto

the ground.

PAUL

(to Martin)

Marty call for the Koalabots.

MARTIN

(to Paul)

You know , you can press an app on

your Koala Cell to call your

Koalabot instead of having me to

call for them.

PAUL’S P.O.V KOALA CELL

Paul looks at his Koala cell and see the app to call his

Koalabot.

PAUL (O.S)

Sorry my bad.

Paul’s hand PRESS the app causing it to BEEP.

RETURN TO SCENE

Bruce, Martin, Jake and Fluffy all press their Koala cells

causing them to BEEP. Then suddenly the Koalabots come down

from the sky and land in front of the koalas.

Paul puts on Koalabot Alpha as armor, Martin puts on

Koalabot Beta as Armor, Bruce puts on Koalabot Delta as

armor, Jake puts on Koalabot Omega as armor and Fluffy puts

on Koalabot Zeta as armor. All of the Koalas then go into

fighting stances.

(CONTINUED)
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The 8 Eyed Aliens aim their laser blasters and FIRES their

LASERS at the Koalas. All of the Koalas charges right at the

8 Eyed Aliens.

JAKE

(shouts)

Awesomongo!!!

Jake leaps into the air and takes out his plasma axe and

swings it right at an 8 Eyed Alien, causing it’s laser

blaster to CUT IN HALF. He then throws a kick right at it

knocking it right into another alien. He then FIRES LASERS

right from his eyes right at 3 8 Eyed Aliens hitting them in

the face and knocking them onto the ground.

Fluffy and Bruce both leaps into the air and FIRES LASERS

right at their arms and hit the 8 Eyed Aliens. Bruce lands

onto the tarmac and FIRES MISSILES right at the other

incoming alien ships hitting them and made them EXPLODE.

BRUCE

Koalas Rule!!!

Fluffy RELEASE her RAZOR SHARP CLAWS and slashes right at

the 8 Eyed Aliens scratching them and throw kicks at them

sending them flying into the air and CRASH onto the building

around Area 0.

10 8 Eyed Aliens FIRES LASERS at Paul. Paul dodges all of

the laser fire and throws decuple flying spin kicks at 3 of

the aliens sending them flying and CRASHING into their

spaceships, causing them to EXPLODE. Paul FIRES his laser

blaster at 4 8 Eyed Aliens hitting their laser blasters

causing them to EXPLODE.

SUDDENLY the other 3 8 Eyed Aliens aim their laser blasters

right behind Paul. Paul FLY into the air and FIRES LASERS

down onto the 3 remaining 8 Eyed Aliens hitting them causing

them to fall to the ground.

Martin dodges 3 LASER FIRE from an 8 Eyed Alien and run up

to it and throws a punch in the face knocking it to the

ground. Rose McScott takes out her fans and FIRES LASERS

right at the incoming aliens hitting them. Rose then leaps

into the air and her eyes GLOW WHITE.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(Japanese subtitle)

Power of Everything!!!

(CONTINUED)
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A FLASH OF WHITE LIGHT comes out of Rose, and it hits a lot

of the 8 eyed aliens, causing them to FLY through the air

and CRASH onto the ground. Betty Bills leaps into the air

and take out her nun chucks and swings it right at the other

8 Eyed Aliens hitting them and knocking them to the ground.

BETTY BILLS

There are too many of them.

Katelyn Reads throws a flying kick right at an 8 Eyed Alien

and throws another kick right at another one. Lila X judo

throws an 8 Eyed Alien into a stack of barrels knocking them

down to the ground. The Kick Boxing Kangaroos all throw tail

swing attacks at one 8 Eyed Alien sending him flying upward

into the air.

LILA X

Could we retreat?

General Rex FIRES A MISSILE from a bazooka right at an alien

spaceship, hitting it causing it to EXPLODE.

GENERAL REX

There is noway we’re going to

retreat. We are soldiers we never

give, we continue fighting until

there are no more aliens.

All of a sudden Titen fall all the way down from the sky and

lands onto the tarmac. Everyone is surprised to see her.

TITEN

My name is Titen, second in command

for Eighteron’s army.

BRUCE

And welcome to Area 1. We hope you

enjoyed your stay because this will

be your last.

Bruce throws a flying punch right at Titen. Titen FIRES an

ORANGE BEAM from her mouth right at Bruce hitting him

sending him CRASHING onto the ground and rolls over to Rose

McScott’s feet.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Alright Titen why are you here?

TITEN

I am here along with my master

Eighteron, who is here to wipe out

all of your life on this so called

planet.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

And who is Eighteron?

MARTIN

Not to mention where is he?

TITEN

(answered)

Eighteron is our brave leader who

leads us to invade this planet of

yours. And he’s at the nations

capital called Washington D.C.

BETTY BILLS

So you’re here and he’s there. What

do we suppose to do?

KNOCK OUT

Least talking more hitting.

Knockout leaps into the air and throws a flying punch right

at Titen hitting her in the face.Suddenly Titen GROW 1 feet

taller. She then throws a punch right at Knockout.

GENERAL REX

We can’t talk now we continue to

fight besides everything is covered

in D.C

CUT TO

23 INT. WHITE HOUSE WASHINGTON D.C MOMENTS LATER

EVIL TENSE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Eighteron

CRASHES through the wall of the white house. 8 SECRET

SERVICE MEN came and aim their laser blasters right at him.

EIGHTERON

I wish to see your leader... Now!!!

SECRET SERVICE MAN 1

No you may not.

Eighteron FIRES A RED BEAM of 1 of his eyes a1 of the

Secret Service men hitting him knocking him to the floor,

and causing his laser blaster to MELT. The other Secret

Service men FIRE their lasers right at Eighteron.

EIGHTERON

(grins)

Ha, foolish humans

(CONTINUED)
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Eighteron blocks the LASER FIRE with his left arm causing

his left arm to GLOW PURPLE. Eighteron then FIRES A PURPLE

BEAM from his eyes right behind the Secret Service causing a

BLACK HOLE to APPEAR and SUCK them into the black hole. The

Secret Service Men SCREAM as they get sucked into the black

hole.

EIGHTERON

Fools

Eighteron walks down the hall.

CUT TO

24 INT. THE PRESIDENT’S OFFICE WHITE HOUSE.

2 Secret Service men pull the rug off from the floor

reveling the hatch. They both OPEN up the hatch door.

SECRET SERVICE MAN 2

Into the bunker Mrs President.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

This is not what I have in mind on

my first year as president.

President Linda Lance goes down into the bunker along with

10 other service men. The last man closed the hatch door.

Suddenly the wall of the office GLOWS YELLOW and then

EXPLODE. Eighteron walks through the hole in the wall and

into the office.

CLOSE UP EIGHTERON’S EYES

Eighteron’s eyes turns to the floor and his eyes GLOWS

WHITE.

EIGHTERON’S P.O.V - X RAY VISION

Eighteron looks at the hatch door to the bunker.

EIGHTERON (O.S)

So this is where the leader is

hiding.

RETURN TO SCENE

Eighteron throws a punch down onto the hatch, causing it to

DING. Eighteron PULLS the hatch OPEN reveling a passage way.

CUT TO
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25 INT. WHITE HOUSE BUNKER MOMENTS LATER

President Linda Lance is in the bunker with 10 service men

welding laser blasters guarding the front door of the

bunker.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

Alright... does every president do

this?

SECRET SERVICE MAN 3

Only for a drill.

SECRET SERVICE MAN 4

Well, one time President Reagan

came down here because he was

afraid of a spider.

SECRET SERVICE MAN 5

If I hide from an evil alien, I

should’ve stayed home with my

parents.

SUDDENLY a BANGING come at the door. The Secret Service Men

aimed their laser blasters right at the door. The Door

starts BANGING again. SUDDENLY AN EXPLOSION come out from

the door of the bunker. DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND. Eighteron walks through the smoke and into the

bunker.

EIGHTERON

Hello Mrs President.

The Secret Service Men FIRES their LASERS right at

Eighteron. Eighteron blocks the laser fire and FIRES a BLUE

BEAM from his eyes hitting the men and FREEZING them in

SOLID ICE.

OVER THE SHOULDER:

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

Who are you and what do you want?

EIGHTERON

My name is Eighteron, from the

Planet Eightercondron, and this

planet of your shall be eliminated.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

I don’t think so, there are a

billion of lives on this planet and

I don’t want any of them being

destroyed, so go back to your rock

and stay there.

(CONTINUED)
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CLOSE UP: EIGHTERON’S EYES

Eighteron’s eye TURN BLACK.

EIGHTERON

(mad)

I don’t you dare call my planet a

rock.

CUT TO

26 EXT.AREA 1 TARMAC DAYTIME

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Martin FIRES

LASERS from his glasses right at Titen. But she dodges the

attack and throws a punch right at Martin hitting him in the

face. Rose McScott catches Martin before he hits the ground.

Bruce takes out his kuwa swings it right at Titen hitting

her and making her to GROW 2 feet taller.

TITEN

If you hit me more then that. I

grow up to 100 feet.

Bruce leaps into the air and throws a flying downward kick

right at Titen. She blocks the kick and throws Bruce to the

ground. SUDDENLY Jake leaps into the air on his skateboard

and twirls his tonfas. He throw punches with his tonfas

hitting Titen causing her to GROW 3 feet taller.

PAUL

We’ve got to find away hurt her

without hitting her.

WIPEOUT

Like this.

The Kick Boxing Kangaroos STOMPS their feet on the ground

causing it to SHAKE. Titen then fall to the ground. General

Rex then body slams on top of Titen causing her to GROW 4

Feet taller. Titen pushes General Rex off of her. General

Rex took out his teaser and SHOCKS Titen with it causing her

to fall to the ground again.

The 8 Eyed Aliens FIRES their LASERS right at General Rex.

General Rex dodges the LASER FIRE and FIRES a LASER BLAST

right at the 8 Eyed Aliens hitting them and knocking them to

the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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TITEN

There is noway we shall be defeated

by Earthlies.

Titen starts to bang on her chest causing her to GROW up to

100 Feet tall. She then throws a downward punch onto the

Koalas. They all dodge the punch, causing the punch to hit

the tarmac, causing it BREAK into pieces. Paul leaps off a

metal crate and throws a flying kick right at Titen’s face.

Titen gets hit making her fall to the ground and CRASHING

onto a tank causing it to EXPLODE on impact.

GENERAL REX

Well that’s one way to take down an

alien.

Titen gets up off of the ground and throws a stomp right

down onto the General, Betty Bills, Lila X, Katelyn Reads,

and Rose McScott. Tro leaps in front of them and catches

Titen’s leg and lifted it up.

TRO

(mad)

Tro,Tro,Tro!

Tro pushed Titen’s leg upward making her fall to the ground.

Titen picks up 2 jets and throws them right at them. Captain

Star and Shooting Star FIRE their LASERS right at the jets,

hitting them and making them EXPLODE into pieces. Titen gets

up off the ground and does a POWERFUL CLAP making the ground

to SHAKE and CRACK UP.

ROSE MCSCOTT

There is no way we could defeat her

now.

LILA X

There is always a way Rose. We must

find her weakness.

MARTIN

Making physical attacks on her

makes her grow bigger.

PAUL

But how about an attack non

physical.

Everyone dodges a stomp attack from Titen and rolls over to

the side. General Rex takes out a remote from his pocket.

(CONTINUED)
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GENERAL REX

A general is always prepared.

General Rex press the remote causing it to BEEP. On the

rooftops of the buildings missile launchers appear and FIRED

the missiles right at Titen. Titen blocks 3 Missiles and the

other 7 hit her at her back causing them to EXPLODE on

impact. As the SMOKE CLEARS Titen returns to her normal

size.

TITEN

You may have defeated me, but you

can’t defeat the great Eighteron.

All soldiers retreat.

All of the 8 Eyed Aliens lowers their laser blasters and run

back to the spaceships. The Spaceships all FLY off into the

sky. Titen come into the spaceship and the spaceship door

closes behind her. The spaceship then BLAST OFF into the

sky.

CAPTAIN STAR

With this Eighteron guy revving

havoc in the capital and the other

aliens invading the rest of the

world. What do we do from here?

BETTY BILLS

We have other Area 1 agents around

the world, and they have contact

with each of their armies so we

aren’t hopeless.

COSMOCIA

And also we need to find away to

get rid of the Eight Eyes too.

FLUFFY

We could contact Platian, she’ll

help out.

TRO

Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro, Tro,

Tro,Tro.

SHOOTING STAR

Tro is right, Platian is fixing her

home planet right now.

KATELYN READS

Do you have other allies in space

you can all upon?

(CONTINUED)
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CAPTAIN STAR

Yes, there is the M.W.P.O the Milky

Way Protection Organization, an

organization that protects the

Milky Way and half of the Universe.

ROSE MCSCOTT

You think they might help.

COSMOCIA

We don’t know, the

Organization doesn’t keep an eye

on Earth, they think if the

Organization came to Earth, the

humans shall think that a war is

coming.

GENERAL REX

Take Betty with you to talk with

the Organization to reason with

them to helping us with the aliens.

KNOCK OUT

While we head to Washington D.C to

stop Eighteron.

CUT TO

27 EXT. WASHINGTON D.C WHITE HOUSE FRONT YARD SUNNY

SLOW ZOOM IN ON FRONT WINDOW

EVIL DRAMA CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.An EXPLOSION

destroys the front window of the white house. From the SMOKE

comes out Eighteron with his eyes GLOWING. Eighteron presses

a button on his left on causing a HOLOGRAM OF YAGG to

APPEAR.

YAGG

Greetings Master. Did you "talk"

with the president.

EIGHTERON

The "talk" was good she knows what

we’re here for.

YAGG

Good, now she is up in the ship’s

holding cell she has no chance but

to watch as Earth’s races are going

to be exterminated.

(CONTINUED)
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EIGHTERON

(grins)

And with all life on Earth

destroyed, we shall make the entire

Earth into a giant mine, just like

the other planets.

The HOLOGRAM of YAGG TURNS OFF. Suddenly tanks come SMASHING

through the fences and aim right at Eighteron. The SOLDIERS

come out from behind of the tanks and aimed their guns right

at Eighteron.

SOLDIER 1

(orders Eighteron)

Freeze... Don’t move...We have you

surrounded.

Eighteron’s eyes GLOW with rage.

EIGHTERON

I’ll eliminate you all first.

Eighteron FIRES POWERFUL RED LASERS from his eyes right the

soldiers. The Soldiers all run in fear from the laser blast.

SOLDIER 1

Retreat, quickly.

SOLDIER 2

I don’t want to get eliminated.

SOLDIER 3

I have a wife and 7 kids.

SOLDIER 4

I hate Mondays.

Eighteron FIRES POWERFUL LASER BLASTS hitting the tanks

making them to EXPLODE. Eighteron walks towards an un

damaged tank and picks it up. He throws it into the air and

it CRASHES into a building.

DISSOLVE TO

28 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY CASTLE FLASHBACK

DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Young Eighteron

gets so angry he FIRES LASERS from his eyes right at the

invader ships, hitting one of them, making it EXPLODE.

The Invader ship fall to the ground and EXPLODES on impact.

The other Invading ships all turn around from the sky and

dive down towards the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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YOUNG EIGHTERON

(angry)

This is for my father!!!

Young Eighteron FIRES POWERFUL LASERS from his eyes right at

the other invading ships, hitting 2 of them causing them to

fall from the sky and CRASH onto the destroyed buildings

causing them to EXPLODE on impact. The other invading ships

all FIRED their LASERS right down at Young Eighteron.

Young Eighteron FIRES AN ORANGE LASER from his eyes making a

FORCE FIELD to APPEAR around him making the lasers to

REFLECT off from the force field hitting the spaceships

causing them to EXPLODE.

Suddenly a Invading ship come CRASHING down onto the ground

right in front of Young Eighteron. The INVADER ALIEN crawls

out from the destroyed invading ship and right up to Young

Eighteron’s feet.

THE INVADING ALIEN

You are a lot of strength for a

little one.

YOUNG EIGHTERON

Yes, with this great strength of

mine, comes with a choice.

Young Eighteron’s eyes GLOWS and FIRES a POWERFUL LASER

right at the Invading Alien, hitting him sending him flying

into the air.

8 eyed aliens comes out from the destroyed buildings and

came over to Young Eighteron and surrounds him.

YOUNG EIGHTERON

Attention everyone...with my father

dead, I shall be the one to rebuild

this world, making it more stronger

then ever before, and to make sure

that no other planet shall invade

ours ever again, by invading their

planets and destroying all life on

their home worlds.

All of the 8 Eyed Aliens all CHEER for Young Eighteron’s

speech.

BACK TO PRESENT

(CONTINUED)
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Eighteron smiles with pride. Suddenly an Area 1 Jet come out

from the clouds from above and lands down onto the ground.

The door OPENS and the Koalas, the Kangaroos, Lila X,

Katelyn Reads and Rose McScott come out from the jet.

Eighteron turns his attention to them.

EIGHTERON

Who are all of you?

PAUL

We are the humans who live in this

world.

EIGHTERON

But you furry ones aren’t humans.

MARTIN

We are koalas, who were born and

raised on this planet.

ROSE MCSCOTT

And you have no right to eliminate

all life on our planet.

EIGHTERON

5 koalas and 3 humans stand before

me to protect their home world from

me to destroy it.

BRUCE

(mad)

You got that right 8 eyes.

EIGHTERON

It’s Eighteron. And it’s about time

to wipe you all out.

FLUFFY

Whatever. Anyway, we are going to

wipe you out before you have a

chance to wipe us out.

KATELYN READS

And you won’t make this world’s

population go extinct.

LILA X

There is more then one race on this

planet, there is millions and

millions of races on Earth.

(CONTINUED)
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EIGHTERON

Well I’ll wipe them out also.

You’re planet is hopeless because

your planet’s people won’t

cooperate with each other.

MARTIN

Without life on Earth, it’ll be an

ever growing waste world for plant

life.

EIGHTERON

Yes... and with that, I’ll use your

resources to increase my planet’s

power, making it to become the most

powerful planet in the Universe.

JAKE

(mad)

You’re one sick 8 eyed alien

psycho.

ROSE MCSCOTT

We know that our people won’t

cooperate with each other

sometimes, but we forgive each

other and help out in the times of

need.

KICKERELLA

And we are the ones who are going

to help one an another to take you

down.

WIPEOUT

And while we fight as one, we shall

take you down faster.

EIGHTERON

We’ll see about that. Bring it on.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Eighteron

FIRES A RED LASER from his eyes right at the Koalas and the

others, but they all dodge the attack as the laser hits the

Area 1 jet causing it to EXPLODE.

PAUL

Everyone Attack.

The Koalas, the Kangaroos, Lila X, Katelyn Reads and Rose

McScott all charge at Eighteron. Lila throws a flying side

kick at Eighteron. Eighteron gets hit by the kick, but he

didn’t flinched. Eighteron throws a punch at Lila and knocks

her to the ground.
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Rose McScott throws a flying jump kick right at Eighteron’s

chest. Eighteron pushes her away from him knocking Rose to

the ground. Rose leaps off of the ground and throws RAPID

kicks at him.

EIGHTERON

(grins)

Ha, ha, ha, is that all you got

woman, you are a total...

Suddenly Eighteron falls to the ground, causing the ground

to CRACK under the pressure. Eighteron looks confused as he

is on the ground.

EIGHTERON

How did you do that without making

another move.

ROSE MCSCOTT

You don’t know anything about me.

Rose picks up Eighteron in the air and TWIRLS in around. She

throws him RAPIDLY to the ground and throws him into the

air. Eighteron falls to the ground, and Rose’s eyes GLOW

WHITE.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(Japanese Subtitle)

Power of Everything!!!

Rose FIRES a WHITE ENERGY BLAST out of her hands at

Eighteron, hitting him and causing him to get hit by the

blast and makes him CRASH into the tree.

EIGHTERON

Impressive woman, I don’t think you

are even that strong.

FLUFFY

Oh yeah, check this out ugly.

Fluffy takes out her kamas and twirls them. She slashes them

right at Eighteron making SLASH MARKS to appear on

Eighteron’s chest.

EIGHTERON

All that for some cuts.

Eighteron throws a punch right at Fluffy, but she blocks the

punch with her kamas. Eighteron’s punch pushes Fluffy away

from him, causing her to SKID on the ground. She leaps into

the air and throws a flying drop kick onto Eighteron.

Eighteron punches her away from him, and she rolls over onto

the ground.
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Jake leaps over Fluffy and TRANSFORMS his skateboard into a

laser blaster and FIRES LASERS right at Eighteron’s face.

JAKE

(shouted)

Awesomongo!!!

Eighteron SUCKS UP the laser fire with his eyes, and then

throws a punch right at Jake hitting him sending him flying

and CRASHES into a tree.

BRUCE

No body does that to my brother

expect me!!!

Bruce throws a flying jump kick right from behind Eighteron

knocking him to the ground. Bruce grabs Eighteron’s arm and

judo throws him to the ground, Bruce then leaps into the air

and throws an elbow drop onto Eighteron. Eighteron rolls

over to dodge the elbow drop, and lands up from the ground.

Eighteron FIRES RED LASERS from his eyes right at Bruce, but

Bruce dodges the attack and swings his kuwa right at

Eighteron’s head, hitting him and then throws a tornado kick

right at Eighteron hitting him in the head. Eighteron throws

a punch right at Bruce hitting him in the chest knocking him

to the ground. Eighteron eyes GLOWS YELLOW and FIRES

LIGHTNING out of his eyes. Bruce dodges the lightning and

rolls over to the side

BRUCE

Holy Smokes.

Bruce dodges more LIGHTNING and throws throwing stars right

at Eighteron. Eighteron blocks the throwing stars and

catches one of them and CRUSHES it with his bared hand.

Lila throws throwing stars at Eighteron, but the throwing

stars DING off of him, and Lila swings her nun chucks at

Eighteron, hitting him in the face, and causing the nun

chucks to BREAK. Eighteron throws a punch at Lila, but she

leaps over him to dodge the attack, and she throws a triple

kick at Eighteron making him stumble backwards. Eighteron

FIRES LIGHTNING out of his eyes at Lila and Katelyn, but

they both dodge the attack.

KATELYN READS

He can shoot lightning from his

eyes.

PAUL

Looks that way.
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Eighteron then FIRES GREEN LASER BEAMS out of his eyes right

at them. They all dodge the laser fire causing debris from a

destroyed tank to turn into STONE.

LILA X

Did that just happen.

MARTIN

Apparently he fires different

colors of lasers from his eyes.

JAKE

So like Red fires heat vision,

green turns stuff into stone,

yellow fires lightning so what else

is there?

EIGHTERON

Just watch.

Eighteron eyes then GLOWS BLUE and FIRES a FREEZE RAY from

his eyes. Martin, Lila X and Jake all dodges the freeze ray

as it hits a tree FREEZING it in SOLID ICE.

JAKE

Now we know the blue laser is for.

BRUCE

Less talking more hitting.

Bruce throws a punch right at Eighteron. Eighteron blocks

the punch and throw a counter punch right at Bruce hitting

him sending him skidding across the ground. Bruce throws his

kuma right at Eighteron. Eighteron catch his kuma and BREAKS

it in half with 1 hand. Eighteron throws a kick right at

Bruce. Bruce blocks the kick and throws a counter kick at

Eighteron hitting him in the face. Eighteron throws Bruce

onto the ground, and kicks him away from him.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(mad)

No one does that to my children,

expect when they are fighting

criminals like you.

Rose takes out her battle fan and FIRES LASERS from the

battle fan and Martin FIRES LASERS from his glasses right at

Eighteron. Eighteron blocks the laser fire and throws a kick

right at Martin. Martin dodges the kick and used his teaser

stick to SHOCK Eighteron with it.
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EIGHTERON

(shouts)

AHHHHHHH!!!! TWO CAN PLAY AT THIS

GAME.

Eighteron FIRES LIGHTNING from his eyes hitting Martin

sending him flying off from him and CRASHES on top of a

destroyed car.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(mad)

What did I say before.

Rose McScott gets really mad. Rose then SLAMS her legs and

then leaps right at Eighteron and kicks rapidly at Eighteron

hitting him in the chest and face. Eighteron punches Rose

McSCott away from him sending her flying into the air. Rose

leaps off the fence and throws a flying drop kick at

Eighteron. Eighteron gets hit by the drop kick and grabs

Rose’s legs and throws her away from him.

PAUL

Mom!!!

Paul ACTIVATES the levitation function on his utility belt

making him FLOAT into the air and catch Rose McScott in his

arms. Rose McScott smiles.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Thanks sweetie.

Martin press buttons on both of his tekkos TURNING them into

PLASMA KATARS. Martin swings both of them right at Eighteron

hitting his armor making SCRATCH MARKS appear on it.

Eighteron FIRES A PURPLE LASER from his eyes making a BLACK

HOLE APPEAR from behind them and SUCK them into the hole.

FLUFFY

Now we know what Purple does.

KATELYN READS

Totally making black holes to

appear out from nowhere.

PAUL

Everyone grab hold of something

quick.

The Koalas FIRES their grappling hooks making them wrap

around the trees. Rose grabs hold on Paul, Lila X grabs hold

of Fluffy and Katelyn Reads grabs onto Martin’s hand,the

Kangaroos grabs hold onto Bruce. The Koalas and the others

dangle while holding onto the rope. SUDDENLY the BLACK HOLES

DISAPPEAR and everyone drops onto the ground.
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MARTIN

Well that lasted for about 20

seconds.

Eighteron FIRES WHITE BEAMS from his eyes right onto his

arms causing his strength to be increased. Eighteron eyes

then GLOWS RED while he is angry.

BRUCE

So white increases his strength.

EIGHTERON

It also increases by powers too.

Eighteron punches the ground causing it to SHAKE and then

FIRES LASERS from his eyes. The Koalas and the other dodges

the laser fire hitting the other building causing them to

EXPLODE.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Cover his eyes quickly.

The Koalas all throw sticky bombs right at Eighteron’s eyes.

Eighteron FIRES ORANGE BEAMS from his eyes making a FORCE

FIELD TO APPEAR around him, causing the sticky bombs to

bounce off of it. The Kangaroos leaps right at the force

field and start to hit it causing WAVES to APPEAR on the

force field.

KNOCK OUT

Keep hitting it guys, keep on

hitting it.

Eighteron’s force field DISAPPEAR. Eighteron the throws

punches right at the Kick Boxing Kangaroos hitting all 3 of

them and throws a hammer fist right onto them knocking them

down to the ground. Eighteron’s eyes GLOWS RED, Bruce throws

a flying jump kick right at Eighteron causing his GLOWING

EYES to TURN OFF.

EIGHTERON

(mad)

You fool.

Eighteron grabs Bruce by the shirt and throws him to the

ground. Eighteron stomps onto Bruce 5 times and then kicks

him away from him. Jake, Fluffy, Rose, Katelyn Reads, Lila

X, and Martin all throw kicks right at Eighteron. Eighteron

walked backwards from the kicks and FIRES his FREEZE LASER

from his eyes right at them. Paul throws throwing stars

right at Eighteron’s freeze laser causing the throwing stars

to freeze.
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Bruce and the others gets off of the ground and all tackles

Eighteron to the ground. Eighteron pushes them off of him

and gets back up from the ground. Lila and Katelyn throw

flying jump kicks at Eighteron, hitting him in the head.

They both throw tornado kicks at him and throw uppercut

punches at him, hitting him in the head.

JAKE

Give up 8 eyes you’re going down.

EIGHTERON

I refuse to lose to some humans.

Eighteron’s eyes GLOWED WHITE and FIRES A WHITE LASER from

his eyes right at Rose. Rose dodges the LASER BLAST as it

hits one of the destroyed cars, causing it to EXPLODE.

KICKERELLA

I don’t know what does white do.

WIPEOUT

It might make us lose our memories.

EIGHTERON

Nope, only make you can’t blind for

a threw seconds.

MARTIN

A prefect advantage.

Eighteron FIRES LIGHTNING from his eyes right at Martin.

Martin gets hit by the lightning knocking him to the ground.

Katelyn Reads, Lila X and Rose McScott FIRES LASERS right at

Eighteron. Eighteron SUCKS the LASER FIRE into his eyes.

Kickerella throws a flying jump kick right at Eighteron,

Eighteron blocks the kick and throws a punch right at

Kickerella

KNOCK OUT

(mad)

Oh that tears it. No one punches

our sister.

Knockout throws a flying punch right at Eighteron.

Eighteron’s eyes TURNS BLACK and FIRES A BLACK LASER right

at Knockout hitting Knockout making him DISAPPEAR.

WIPEOUT AND KICKERELLA

(together)

No!!!!!
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KATELYN READS

You destroyed him.

EIGHTERON

And that is what black is for.

Eighteron FIRES THE SAME LASER BLAST right at Katelyn Reads

hitting her and making her DISAPPEAR.

FLUFFY

(shouts)

Katelyn!

EIGHTERON

Now it’s the time for the rest of

you.

FLUFFY

What had you done to her?

EIGHTERON

You’re about to find out.

Eighteron FIRES ANOTHER BLACK LASER right at Fluffy, but

Fluffy quickly dodges the laser fire and leaps into the air

and swings her kawas right at Eighteron. Eighteron FIRES his

BLACK LASERS from his eyes right at Fluffy making her

DISAPPEAR.

JAKE

(shouts)

Fluffy!!!

ROSE MCSCOTT

(mad)

How dare you do that to one of my

children.

Eighteron then FIRES another BLACK LASER from his eyes,

right at the Wipeout and Kickerella. Wipeout dodges the

lase, but Kickerella gets hit by the black laser making her

DISAPPEAR.

WIPEOUT

Kickerella!

Eighteron FIRES another BLACK LASER right at Wipeout making

him DISAPPEAR.

PAUL

(shouts)

Wipeout, Eighteron stop this now!
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BRUCE

I’ll stop it.

Bruce TRANSFORM into his BEAST MODE and ROARS. Bruce runs

right up to Eighteron.

BRUCE

(shouted)

Take this 8 eyes.

Eighteron FIRES another BLACK LASER at Bruce. Bruce dodges

the black laser and leaps into the air and throws an elbow

drop onto Eighteron. Eighteron FIRES BLACK LASERS out of his

eyes hitting Bruce and making him DISAPPEAR.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(shouts)

Bruce.

PAUL

(madly shouted)

I told your to stop!!!

Paul throws a flying jump kick at Eighteron. Paul hits

Eighteron in the shoulder and throws a triple turning kick

at Eighteron. Eighteron punches Paul away from him and makes

Paul fall to the ground.

Lila X throws throwing stars from behind Eighteron hitting

him. Eighteron turns around and Lila X throws a punch right

at Eighteron. Eighteron FIRES another BLACK LASER right at

Lila X making her DISAPPEAR.

PAUL

(shouts)

Lila no. I told you to stop it.

Paul leaps into the air right at Eighteron. He then

TRANSFORM his 3 section staff into a kanabo and swings it

right at Eighteron. Eighteron catches the kanbo and throws

Paul to the ground and kicks him to Rose’s feet. He then

FIRES another BLACK LASER right at Jake, but Jake quickly

dodges the laser and FIRES LASERS from his tonfas right at

Eighteron, Eighteron blocked the laser fire and FIRES

another BLACK LASER at Jake.

JAKE

Oh snap.

Jake gets hit by the Black laser making him DISAPPEAR. Rose

begins to CRY.
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PAUL

(shouts)

I told you to stop this now!!!

EIGHTERON

Never fool!!!!

Eighteron FIRES another BLACK LASER right at Rose McScott.

Martin leaps into the way of the laser and the laser hits

him making him DISAPPEAR.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Martin no!!!!

EIGHTERON

Now it’s your turn.

PAUL

Don’t you dare fire a laser at her.

Eighteron punched Paul out of the way and Paul SLAM into a

tree. Eighteron FIRES his BLACK LASER from his eyes right at

Rose McScott. Rose dodges the black laser and runs towards

Eighteron. Rose throws drop kick at Eighteron, hitting him

in the chest. Eighteron grabs hold onto Rose, and FIRES

BLACK LASERS out of his eyes at Rose, making her DISAPPEAR.

PAUL

(shouted)

Mom NO!!!!!!

EIGHTERON

All it’s left is you.

PAUL

(angry)

You monster, you dare destroyed my

friends and my family.

EIGHTERON

They are not destroyed, more like

removed.

PAUL

(asked angrily)

What do you mean?

EIGHTERON

(explains)

You see, your friends and family

are now up in my command ship along

with the president of the United

States.
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PAUL

So bring me up there. I want you to

do it.

EIGHTERON

NO, I want you to suffer from my

fist.

PAUL

No, do it. Do it.

Eighteron turns away from Paul. Paul get off of his knees.

PAUL

(shouted)

Do it.

EIGHTERON

Fine.

Eighteron FIRES his BLACK LASER right at Paul making him

DISAPPEAR.

CUT TO

29 INT. PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL’S LAIR LATER

At Professor Steel Skull’s lair, Professor Steel Skull and

the others are watching the monitor.

COMPUTER MONITOR

NEWS REPORTER

(on the computer)

You see here that there is an alien

invasion here on Earth. Countries

around the world are preparing

their defense forces for the

incredible invasion.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL’S LAIR

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Professor Steel Skull

FIRES A LASER out of his gauntlet at the computer screen

making it EXPLODE.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

More invaders coming into my world

and think that they can take over

my world. Only I can take over this

world.

(calling the others)

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL (cont’d)
Boys, time for war.

CUT TO

30 EXT. FOREST OF CALIFORNIA DAYTIME

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The trap door to

Professor Steel Skull’s lair OPENS. Professor Steel Skull

and the others exit out from the lair.

Eightcondronian alien ships land down near him. Professor

Steel Skull and his henchmen walk up towards the Eight Eyed

Aliens ships. The Eight Eyed Aliens come out of the space

ships.

Professor Steel Skull FIRES ELECTRICITY out of his gauntlet.

The Eight Eyed Aliens get hit by the electricity and

collapse to the ground.

Professor Steel Skull picks up 1 of the aliens and pull him

towards him.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

(to the alien)

Take me to your leader, and I am a

sure that you will live another

day,.

CUT TO

31 EXT. WASHINGTON D.C WHITE HOUSE FRONT YARD SUNNY

TENSE OMINOUS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Professor

Steel Skull TELEPORTS to the front of the White House. He

walks towards the White House. Eighteron turns around to see

him coming towards him.

Eighteron BREAKS the fence with his bare hands, and RIPS

them off of them ground.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

So you must be the fiend who is

destroying the world, that I want

to take over.

EIGHTERON

And you must be?
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PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

My name is Professor Steel Skull,

the true ruler of this planet. And

I won’t the likes of you to destroy

my planet.

EIGHTERON

I have no interest into destroying

your world. I am intended to show

how powerful, my planet’s race is.

By showing the sheer might of my

power onto your world.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

If you want to destroying my

planet. You have to fight for it.

EIGHTERON

Very well.

EVIL ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Eighteron

FIRES RED LASERS out of his eyes at Professor Steel Skull.

Professor Steel Skull raises his gauntlet in the air, and

ABSORBS the laser fire into it.

Professor Steel Skull ACTIVATES his rocket shoes and

LAUNCHES himself at Eighteron. Eighteron catches him and

throws him to the ground. Professor Steel Skull leaps off of

the ground and does a back flip.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Is that all you got? I can do

better.

Professor Steel Skull FIRES LASERS out of his eyes at

Eighteron. Eighteron raises his left hand in the air, and

ABSORBS the laser into his hand. Eighteron runs at Professor

Steel Skull and throws a punch at him.

Professor Steel Skull catches his fist and judo throws

Eighteron into the streets of Washington D.C.

CUT TO

32 EXT.STREETS OF WASHINGTON D.C

EVIL ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Eighteron

CRASHES down into the streets of Washington D.C. Professor

Steel Skull FLOATS down from the sky and lands down next to

him.
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Eighteron FIRES BLUE LASERS out of his eyes at Professor

Steel Skull. Professor Steel Skull dodges the attack and

dives down at Eighteron, throwing a punch at him. Eighteron

dodges the punch and picks up 2 cars in the air and throws

them at Professor Steel Skull.

Professor Steel Skull FIRES LASERS out of his gauntlets at

the cars making them EXPLODE. Professor Steel Skull leaps

right at Eighteron and throws a kick at him.

Eighteron PROJECTS ORANGE LASERS out of his eyes, making a

FORCE FIELD to APPEAR around him. Professor Steel Skull hits

the force field and throws kicks at it.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Fascinating, you have different

varieties of laser attacks.

EIGHTERON

I do have a variety, but I do have

my favorites, like this.

Eighteron FIRES LIGHTNING out of his eyes at Professor Steel

Skull. A FORCE FIELD APPEARS around his body, REFLECTING the

lighting off of the force field. Professor Steel Skull leaps

at Eighteron. He throws a punch at Professor Steel Skull.

Professor Steel Skull gets hit by the punch and CRASHES into

the wall of a building.

Professor Steel Skull BLAST OFF at Eighteron. He FIRES

LASERS out of his gauntlets at Eighteron. Eighteron raises

his hand in front of him and SUCKS the laser blast.

EIGHTERON

It’s time to put this fight on ice.

Eighteron FIRES BLUE LASERS out of his eyes at Professor

Steel Skull. Professor Steel Skull get’s FROZEN in ice by

the blue laser. Suddenly Professor Steel Skull falls onto

the ground. Suddenly Professor Steel Skull TELEPORTS behind

Eighteron.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

I think this fight is just heating

up.

Professor Steel Skull FIRES LASERS out of his gauntlets at

Eighteron. Eighteron SUCKS the lasers into his eyes and

FIRES LASERS onto his right fist.

EIGHTERON

I can also increase the strength of

my fist with my laser vision.
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PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Speaking of strength, I too have my

own ways to become stronger.

Professor Steel Skull presses a button on his gauntlet. His

mecha suit drops from the sky and lands behind him.

Professor Steel Skull puts on his mecha suit, and POWERS UP.

EIGHTERON

It seems you brought your armor for

battle...Very well.

Eighteron throws a punch at Professor Steel Skull’s mecha

suit. Professor Steel Skull ACTIVATES the FORCE FIELD

function on his mecha suit and blocks the punch. The punch

hits the force field causing a POWERFUL SHOCKWAVE to appear

off of the force field, causing a POWERFUL GUST to appear

behind Professor Steel Skull, causing the buildings on each

of the street to be DESTROYED causing buildings to COLLAPSE

INTO PIECES.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Perhaps we could fight in a

different area.

EIGHTERON

Fine by me.

Professor Steel Skull and Eighteron TELEPORT away from the

streets of Washington D.C

CUT TO

33 EXT.MONUMENT VALLEY, WEST AND EAST MITTEN BUTTES

EVIL ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.They APPEAR in

the middle of the west and eat mittens buttes of Monument

valley.

EIGHTERON

Where did you teleport us?

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Theses are the West and East Mitten

Buttes of Monument Valley, located

in Arizona, but enough talk, time

to continue our fight.

EIGHTERON

With Pleasure.

(CONTINUED)
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Eighteron FIRES LIGHTNING out of his eyes at Professor Steel

Skull. Professor Steel Skull raises his hand in the air and

SUCKS the electricity into his gauntlet.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

I can absorb energy through my

gauntlet too.

Professor Steel Skull FIRES MISSILES at Eighteron. Eighteron

catches the missiles and CRUSHES them into pieces. Eighteron

FIRES a GREEN LASER out of his eyes at Professor Steel

Skull.

Professor Steel Skull dodges the lasers, causing the lasers

to hit a tumble weed, TURNING it into stone. Eighteron FIRES

PURPLE LASERS out of his eyes at Professor Steel Skull.

A BLACK HOLE APPEARS behind Professor Steel Skull. Professor

Steel Skull FIRES a LASER out of his eyes to DESTROY the

black hole.

Professor Steel Skull FIRES ENERGY BEAMS out of his mecha

suit’s hands at Eighteron. Eighteron leaps into the air. He

throws a punch down onto the ground, causing the ground to

CRACK, and rocks FLY at Professor Steel Skull.

Professor Steel Skull dodges the flying rocks and throws a

punch at Eighteron. Eighteron grabs him and throws the

Professor onto the ground.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

I won’t let you rule my world. I am

the one who shall rule it.

EIGHTERON

You and what army?

Professor Steel Skull SNAPS his fingers. The Skullroids come

down from the sky and land down onto the ground.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

My army.

All of the skullroids FIRE their MISSILES AND LASERS at

Eighteron. Eighteron dodges the laser and missile fire. He

FIRES LASERS out of his eyes at the skullroids, causing them

to EXPLODE.

Eighteron leaps into the air and throws a punch down onto

Professor Steel Skull. Professor Steel Skull catches his

punch and throws Eighteron at the west mitten butte.
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PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

DIE!!!!

Eighteron CRASHES into the west mitten butte, causing it to

CRUSH into pieces and crumble into DUST. Eighteron leaps out

of the dust and lands down onto the ground.

EIGHTERON

I never die!!!

Eighteron FIRES MULTIPLE COLOR LASERS out of his eyes at

Professor Steel Skull. Professor Steel Skull raise his

gauntlets in the air and SUCK THE LASERS into them.

Professor Steel Skull FIRES ENERGY BEAMS out of his mecha

suit’s chest at Eighteron. Eighteron ABSORBS THE LASER

through his hand and leaps into the air.

Eighteron throws a punch onto Professor Steel Skull’s mecha

suit, causing Professor Steel Skull to be punches out of his

mecha suit.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

I suppose it can’t be helped.

Professor Steel Skull takes off his helmet and FIRES A

POWERFUL ENERGY BLAST out of his head at Eighteron.

Eighteron ABSORBS THE ENERGY blast with his hand and causing

the ground under Eighteron’s feet to CRACK UP..

EIGHTERON

I’ll show you real power!!!

Eighteron FIRES POWERFUL LASER BEAMS out of his eyes, at

Professor Steel Skull. Professor Steel Skull ABSORBS the

lasers into his gauntlets.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

This sucks! Time to end this.

Professor Steel Skull presses a button on his gauntlet,

causing it to BEEP. A BIG LASER BLAST comes down from the

sky and heads directly towards Eighteron. Eighteron smirks

and FIRES MULTIPLE COLOR BEAMS out of his eyes at the big

laser blaster. The big laser blast and multiple color beams

hit each other, causing an ENORMOUS EXPLOSION comes out from

both of them.

Professor Steel Skull stands as the force of the ENORMOUS

EXPLOSION BLOWS in his face. He has a bored look on his face

as his eyes GLOW RED.

(CONTINUED)
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EIGHTERON

(bored)

Is that it, a laser from the sky.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

There is more to that. I have

plenty of sky power.

Suddenly MISSILES come down from the sky towards Eighteron.

Eighteron gets hit by the incoming missiles, causing them to

EXPLODE on impact onto Eighteron. Professor Steel Skull is

impressed by Eighteron, for not flinching from the

explosions of the missiles.

The SMOKE CLEARS and Eighteron doesn’t have a scratch on his

body.

EIGHTERON

(smirks)

Not even a scratch on me.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

I wonder what else you have in

store?

EIGHTERON

Just this.

Eighteron raises his hands into the air. Suddenly METEORITES

come falling from the sky towards Professor Steel Skull.

Professor Steel Skull dodges the meteors as they hit the

ground, causing them to EXPLODE. Some of meteorites hit the

east mitten butte, causing it to COLLAPSE onto pieces.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Cosmic manipulation. Very

interesting.

EIGHTERON

Yes it is. I also have energy

manipulation. It works when I

absorb energy through my eyes and

hand, and when I have enough I fire

a very powerful energy blast out of

my hands or eyes...And speaking of

that. Here is comes.

Eighteron FIRES A POWERFUL ENERGY BLAST at Professor Steel

Skull. Professor Steel Skull TELEPORTS away from the energy

blast. Professor Steel Skull APPEARS behind Eighteron and

throws a kick at him in the head, causing Eighteron stumbles

forward.

(CONTINUED)
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Professor Steel Skull’s armor GLOWS WITH RAGGING ENERGY and

FIRES it at Eighteron. Eighteron raises his hand in the air

and ABSORBS the ragging energy into his body. Eighteron

FIRES MULTIPLE COLOR BEAMS out of his eyes at Professor

Steel Skull. Professor Steel Skull raises his hand in the

air and ABSORBS the beams into his gauntlet and then leaps

through the air.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Time to end this.

Professor Steel Skull takes out his LASER SWORDS out of his

battle suit, and ROCKET BOOSTERS ACTIVATES on his boots, and

Professor Steel Skull ZOOMS towards Eighteron. Eighteron

catches Professor Steel Skull and throws him onto the

ground, causing him to EXPLODE on impact.

The SMOKE CLEARS and its revealed to by a robotic replica of

Professor Steel Skull that is destroyed by Eighteron.

EIGHTERON

Another 1 of his robots?

SUDDENLY the real Professor Steel Skull HOVERS in the sky.

He lands to the ground in front of Eighteron.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Yes...You were fighting my robot

self this whole time.

EIGHTERON

Do you want to keep on fighting, or

you want to surrender?

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Neither. You maybe powerful, but I

will tell you this. You will lose

and not get to conquer this

world, and I shall be the one who

shall rule this world. I bid you a

due

Professor Steel Skull TELEPORTS away from Monument Valley.

CUT TO

34 INT. EIGHTERON’S COMMAND SHIP, HOLDING CELL MOMENTS LATER.

Paul APPEARS in the holding cell and fall to the floor. Paul

gets off of the floor and see that Rose and the others are

inside the cell, along with President Linda Lance and 2 of

the secret service men.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

Paul!

PAUL

Mom!

Paul hugs Rose McScott and the others hugs them too.

President Linda Lance stand up off the floor.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

So you guys must be the people who

are fighting off that freaky 8 eyed

martian ,who eventually failed.

JAKE

Sorry Mrs President, but Eighteron

has so many laser eye blast

thingies we can’t keep up with

them.

LILA X

But there is still a chance for us

to save our world.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

Like what? Call for some more

aliens, like you.

MARTIN

Apparently yes. But we are not

aliens, it’s a long story.

BRUCE

But our Kangaroo friends are

aliens.

KNOCK OUT

He has a point.

PAUL

But in the main time we have to

find away out of here and get back

to Earth, by no means necessary.

CUT TO



58.

35 INT. AREA 1 RESEARCH LABORATORY MOMENTS LATER

TECHNO SCIENCE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the

research lab Betty Bills is TYPING on the computer, with the

Galactic 4, and General Rex behind her.

BETTY BILLS

By using the debris from your

spaceship onto the computer, we may

contact the Milky Way Protection

Organization in no time.

GENERAL REX

I hope that the Organization can

help us with this invasion thing.

CAPTAIN STAR

(agrees)

I agree with that, Earth is the

only planet for humans to live on.

COSMOCIA

Well there are some other planets

that have some human life on

besides Earth.

GENERAL REX

Yeah, don’t get your socks tangled

in a bunch, Earth is home for

humans only.

TRO

Tro, Tro,Tro, Tro.

On the computer screen come up THE JUDGE an female humanoid

alien, bossy, smart, responsible, mature and stern, green

eyes, wrinkly face, wearing a white wig and wearing a black

gown with golden shoulder pads, came onto the screen.

THE JUDGE

Hello. Who am I speaking to?

GENERAL REX

Greetings, my name is General Rex

from planet Earth, and we need your

help.

THE JUDGE

If the Milky Way Protection

Organization comes to Earth,

they’ll be war.

(CONTINUED)
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SHOOTING STAR

Nope, unless you say we come in

peace then you’ll be OK.

THE JUDGE

But still we won’t come to Earth to

stop an alien invasion, that is

your problem.

BETTY BILLS

But you don’t understand, we have

great technology and great armies,

but we are a young planet born

billions of years ago and we need

to have allies from other planets

to help us out.

THE JUDGE

Still... we won’t help.

COSMOCIA

(begging)

Please help out Earth for only one

cost... the future of one planet is

at stack.

THE JUDGE

(mad)

We won’t help out a planet that’ll

react to our unfriendly welcome.

CAPTAIN STAR

(mad)

We mean it... so you aliens decide

on making an organization that

protects the galaxy and not include

us in it... Earth is part of the

Milky Way Galaxy, if Earth isn’t

there it’ll just be 7 planets, I

was born and raised on planet Earth

for 12 years and spent the 13 years

out in outer space... What happens

to your planet and no one is there

to save it.

The Judge GASPS in horror.

CAPTAIN STAR

So are you in for saving Earth, or

watch it to become a mining planet

for an alien dictator?

(CONTINUED)
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THE JUDGE

You made a powerful statement, and

I can’t believe I am saying this,

but yes we shall help out Earth.

I’ll order the troops to come to

Earth to stop the invasion.

GENERAL REX

We really like it.

The screen TURNS OFF. General Rex turns away from the screen

with a smile on his face.

CUT TO

36 INT. MILKY WAY PROTECTION ORGANIZATION HANGER MOMENTS LATER

HEROIC THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The

Judge come into the hanger and face the 1000s M.W.P.O

FORCERS military style soldiers, wearing sci-fi theme armor.

THE JUDGE

Attention Forcers... This isn’t a

joke... we are going to Earth to

stop an invasion of an alien

dictator from destroying.

THE FORCERS

WHAT?

THE JUDGE

That’s right for too long we have

been ignoring Earth, the only

planet in our galaxy where humans

are born, and now the planet is

nearing it’s doom, unless we do

something about it.

FORCER 1 (O.S)

But madam, our orders are not to go

to Earth, but why go to it?

THE JUDGE

Because humans are alien races too.

And the race needs our help. So no

more questions so let’s get going.

THE FORCERS

Yes madam.

(CONTINUED)
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All of the Milky Way Protection Organization forcers all go

to their space ships. 3 Forcers BLAST OFF out of the hangers

and into space. 1 spaceship fighter closes the lid on them.

The spaceship fighters all BLASTED OFF out from the open

doors of the hanger.

CUT TO

37 INT. EIGHTERON’S COMMAND SHIP, HOLDING CELL MOMENTS LATER.

TENSE OMINOUS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Back at the

holding cell on the command ship, Martin is using a small

welding torch on Paul’s utility belt making SPARKS fly out

from it.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

You think this will work?

MARTIN

Yes it will Mrs president, by

refrigerating the pulse on the

levitation chips on our utility

belts, we could make an electro

magnetic pulse that could wipe out

the force field projections on the

cell.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Well put that thing to work and

free us from this Popsicle stand.

Paul puts on his utility belt and press the button on it.

His belt starts to VIBRATE and then FIRES a SHOCK WAVE

hitting the force field on the cell causing the FORCE FIELD

to DISAPPEAR.

MARTIN

Eureka.

KICKERELLA

It worked.

KATELYN READS

Now let’s get out of here.

Everyone gets out of the holding cell and go down the

hallway and turns to the right.

CUT TO
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38 INT. EIGHTERON’S COMMAND SHIP BRIDGE LATER

The Koalas and the Kangaroos BANGS down the door to the

bridge, BREAKING it off and causing it to SLIDE into the

middle of the bridge. All of the Eightcondron Soldiers get

up and aim their lasers blasters right at the Koalas and the

others.

SECRET SERVICE MAN 1

(to the president)

Mrs President we are here to

protect you.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

No... I’ll handle this.

President Linda Lance walks into the center of the bridge.

Yagg gets up out of his seat and turns around to face the

President.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

We come in peace.

YAGG

(disagrees)

But we don’t.

Yagg FIRES a LASER right at the president. ACTION SC FI

CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 1 of the Secret Service

Men tackles Linda Lance to the ground to dodge the laser

fire. Lila X and Katelyn Reads throws throwing stars at Yagg

hitting his laser blaster, knocking it out from his hand.

All of the other Eightcondron Soldiers FIRES their LASERS

right at the Koalas and the others. The Kick Boxing

Kangaroos all punch the laser fire back at the Soldiers. The

LASER FIRE hits 5 of the soldiers and the others hit the

control panels causing them to EXPLODE. SPARKS and FLAMES

come out from the explosion and covers the bridge with FIRE.

YAGG

This isn’t good.

KNOCK OUT

You tell me.

SECRET SERVICE MAN 2

(to the president)

Mrs. President we need to get out

of here.

Martin throws 2 kicks at 2 Eightcondron Soldiers knocking

them to the floor and Rose and Jake both throw punches at 2

Eightcondron Soldiers.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

(ask Martin)

Martin, this there away off this

ship?

Martin looks at his koala cell of the map of the ship.

MARTIN

According to the command ship’s

map, the escape pods are on the

lower level.

PAUL

(to Martin and the others)

Get the president and the others

out of here me, Big Bruce and Knock

Out shall handle this.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Well after the fight, get out

alive.

BRUCE

We promise mom.

Suddenly dozens of other Eightcondron Soldier blocks the way

out. Jake, Martin, Fluffy, Rose McScott, Lila X, Katelyn

Reads all throw uppercut punches right at the soldiers

knocking them to the floor. They all ran out of the bridge.

Bruce CRACKS his knuckles and go into his fighting stances.

Knock Out leaps through the air and throws a flying jump

kick right at Yagg. Yagg dodges the attack and FIRES GREY

LASERS from his figures right at Knock Out, hitting him

sending him SLIDING across the floor and hit the wall.

BRUCE

My turn. Koalas Rule!

Bruce runs towards Yagg and throws a punch at him, Yagg

blocks the punch and throws a counter punch at Bruce hitting

him in the face. Bruce gets so mad he grabs Yagg’s arm and

judo throws him to the floor and locks his arm in an arm

lock. Yagg breaks free from the arm lock and judo throws

Bruce onto the floor.

BRUCE

Wait how do you know how to judo

throw?

YAGG

I have been studying Earth for a

while and with the knowledge of

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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YAGG (cont’d)
your martial arts to get to know

your planet’s martial arts moves.

Yagg lifts up Bruce from the floor and throws him onto a

control panel SMASHING it, causing SPARKS to come out from

it. Paul throws sticky bombs right at Yagg’s right arm

hitting it, making STICKY SLIME to spread all over his arm

and making his arm to stick to a chair.

YAGG

This isn’t good.

PAUL

(smiles)

You my know all of the martial

arts, but not now this one.

Paul leaps into the air and throws the flying front snap

kick right at Yagg hitting him in the face. Yagg throws a

punch at Paul, but Paul blocks the punch and does a Head

down throw onto Yagg, SLAMMING his head onto the floor.

Yagg breaks free from the sticky slime and goes back into

his fighting stances. Paul, Bruce and Knock Out all go back

into their fighting stances.

KNOCK OUT

This is going to be good huh mate.

BRUCE

Oh yeah.

CUT TO

39 INT. EIGHTERON’S COMMAND SHIP LOWER LEVEL LATER

ACTION ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Fluffy

knocks down a Eightercondron soldier to the floor. Martin

FIRES A LASER out of his glasses hitting 2 of the

Eightcondron Soldiers knocking them to the floor.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Alright we are here, can you hot

wire one of these things.

MARTIN

Shore can.

CUT TO
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40 INT. ESCAPE POD LATER

Jake kicks down the door to the escape pod and they all

enter into the escape pod. Martin come up to the controls

and BREAK the control panel open and HOT WIRES the escape

pod causing the engine of it to ROAR.

MARTIN

(smiles)

Everyone we’re heading home.

Everyone buckles their seats. Martin press the launch button

causing it to BEEP. The escape pod starts to SHAKE and

everyone in the escape pod feel the shaking.

CUT TO

41 INT. EIGHTERON’S COMMAND SHIP LOWER LEVEL

8 Eightcondron Soldiers come into the lower level and start

to FIRE LASERS right at the escape pod. The escape pod

escaped through the hole in the wall and launches into outer

space.

EIGHTCONDRON SOLDIER 1

(mad)

Darn they escaped.

CUT TO

42 INT. ESCAPE POD MOVING SPACE.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

This is going to be a good story

for the press.

SUDDENLY the escape pod SHAKES.

ROSE MCSCOTT

What was that?

Fluffy looks through the window. Fluffy has a worried face

on her face.

FLUFFY

Um guys you have to see this.

Everyone looks through windows. SUDDENLY the escape pod

SHAKE again and a FLASH OF LIGHT come through the windows.

WINDOW

(CONTINUED)
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Eightcondron fighter ships FIRES LASERS right at the escape

pod hitting it causing a CRACK to appear on the window.

ESCAPE POD

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

I refuse to be the first president

who died in space.

SECRET SERVICE MAN 1

And you won’t.

KICKERELLA

(ask Martin)

Marty, is there a force field

button on the escape pod?

MARTIN

There isn’t one, just the automatic

navigation system on it.

Suddenly the escape pod SHAKE again.

JAKE

Are we dead yet?

MARTIN

No we are not.

The Escape Pod SHAKE again.

JAKE

Are we dead yet?

FLUFFY

JAKEY PLEASE STOP SAYING THAT!

LILA X

Don’t yell you’ll worry your

brother more.

WINDOW

Through the window,1 of the eightcondron fighter ships got

hit by a LASER causing it to EXPLODE. Suddenly a Milky Way

Protection Organization fighter ship fly past the window.

ESCAPE POD

FORCER 1 (V.O)

(radio)

Hello? Is anyone in the escape pod.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

(into speaker)

Um yes, this is Martin McScott of

Earth, me, my friends and family

along with the President of the

United States of Earth are in here.

FORCER 1 (V.O)

(speaker)

OK, please activate the auto pilot

on the escape pod it’ll lead you

back to Earth safely while we

handle things from here.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Thank you sir.

CUT TO

43 EXT. OUTER SPACE FAR FROM EARTH ARMADA

ACTION SCI-FI CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Escape

Pod BLASTS right towards Earth. 10 Milky Way Protection

Organization Fighter Ships all do u turns and FIRE LASERS

right at the incoming Eightcondron ships hitting them

causing them to EXPLODE on impact.

EIGHTCONDRON SOLDIER 1 (O.S)

(fighter ship)

All Soldiers fire everything for

Eighteron.

EIGHTCONDRON SOLDIERS (O.S)

For Eighteron.

The Eightcondron Ships FIRES LASERS right at the Milky Way

Protection Organization Fighter Ships. 5 of the 10 ships

dodged the LASER FIRE as they hit the satellites surrounding

Earth making them EXPLODES.

Eighteron’s command ship SLOWLY DRIFTS towards Earth.

CUT TO

44 INT. EIGHTERON’S COMMAND SHIP BRIDGE LATER

ACTION SCI-FI MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Yagg FIRES LASERS from

his figures at Bruce. Bruce dodges the laser fire as it hits

the wall. Bruce throws a double kick at Yagg hitting him

knocking him to the floor. Yagg leaps off of the floor and

throws a punch right at him, but Bruce blocks the punch and

(CONTINUED)
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locks Yagg’s head in a choke hold and starts to knee strike

at him in the face.

YAGG

(being choked)

Let go of me.

Yagg break free from the choke hold and throws a spin hook

kick at Bruce hitting him in the face. Knock Out swings his

tail at Yagg hitting him in the hip and then throws a kick

at him, hitting him making him stumbles backwards.

YAGG

(mad)

You think you could defeat me or

Eighteron.

PAUL

We’ll do it with team work.

Yagg throws a kick right at Paul. Paul blocks the kick and

wraps his arm around Yagg’s leg and lifts him up into the

air. Paul throws Yagg to the floor, and throws a side

kick at Yagg hitting him in the chest. Paul throws a double

tornado kick at Yagg and then throws a leg sweep on Yagg

knocking him to the floor. Paul swings his 3 section staff

at Yagg hitting him and makes him launch into the air. Bruce

throws a spin hook flying jump kick at Yagg hitting him,

sending him flying into the ceiling.

PAUL

Told you... team work works.

SUDDENLY the command ship starts to SHAKE and EXPLOSIONS

come out from the walls and ceilings.

KNOCK OUT

(worried)

Oh no... this isn’t great.

PAUL

With the explosions happening, it

makes the ship go out of control

and making it drift towards Earth.

BRUCE

What happens if it reaches the

Earth?

PAUL

I don’t know, but we need to find

away to stop this.

(CONTINUED)
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KNOCK OUT

How about the big red button.

BRUCE

(smiles)

What a classic.

Knock Out presses the big red button. SIRENS and LIGHTS come

off and Paul, Bruce and Knock Out run out from the bridge.

CUT TO

45 EXT. OUTER SPACE FAR FROM EARTH ARMADA

An escape pod launches out from the command ship. The

command ship then EXPLODED causing a chain reaction to the

other Eightcondron ships making them EXPLODE too.

FORCER 1 (O.S)

(asked)

Did that just happened?

FORCE 2 (O.S)

Yes it did, yes it did.

CUT TO

46 INT. AREA 1 RESEARCH LABORATORY MOMENTS LATER

Back at Area 1’s Research Lab, a SIGN came up on the

computer screen. Betty Bills CLICKS on it. Martin and the

others APPEARS on the screen.

MARTIN

(on the screen)

Hello can you hear me?

BETTY BILLS

Martin? Is that you?

ROSE MCSCOTT

(on the screen)

Yes it is us, we escaped the

command ship and we are headed

towards Earth as we speak. We also

save the president of the United

States too.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

(on the screen)

Hello. President Linda Lance here.

Me and 2 of my secret service

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE (cont’d)
agents are teleported to an alien

spaceship, but these people and

aliens saved me.

JAKE

(to the president)

Hey we are born and raised on

planet Earth.And the kangaroos are

from space

CAPTAIN STAR

(glad)

It’s so great that you guys had

escaped.

COSMOCIA

But what now.

KICKERELLA

(on the screen)

Eighteron wants a fight right, so

we’ll give him a fight.

GENERAL REX

(agrees)

I agree, he wants a fight for Earth

we’ll give him a fight.

SHOOTING STAR

(ask)

But where is he now?

EIGHTERON (O.S)

How about looking behind you.

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Eighteron

walks out of the shadow. Betty Bill gets out of the chair

and goes into her fighting stances, so as General Rex, and

the Galactic 4.

GENERAL REX

So you must be Eighteron. How did

you get here?

EIGHTERON

I simply use my black laser eyes on

myself to teleport me here.

SHOOTING STAR

(ask)

So why are you here at Area 1?

(CONTINUED)
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EIGHTERON

Simple to destroy you.

GENERAL REX

And the other questions are...Where

did you came from and what do you

want with Earth?

EIGHTERON

I came from a planet known as

Eightcondron.

DISSOLVE TO

47 EXT.OUTER SPACE EIGHTCONDRON ABANDON 80 MILLION YEARS AGO

(FLASHBACK)

DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. 8 million years

ago 1000s of spaceships fly towards an abandon planet.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

Eightcondron began as an empty

planet. Not enough life on it,

until different species of aliens

from far and wide around the

Universe come to inhabit the

planet.

FADE TO

48 EXT.EIGHTCONDRON OPEN FIELDS 80 MILLION YEARS AGO

(FLASHBACK)

All of the spaceships FLOAT down from the sky and land down

onto the ground. All of the 8 eyed aliens exit out from

their spaceships.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

As the aliens come out from their

ships, they all have 8 eyes.

All of the 8 eyed aliens smile and meet each other.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

Though that we are going to have

war with each other, but it turns

out we all have 8 eyes. And soon we

respect each other due to our 8

eyed appearance.

FADE TO
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49 EXT.EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY 40 MILLION YEARS LATER

(FLASHBACK)

40 million years later the planet soon have buildings

covering the planet, large forests, shining rivers and

lakes.

The Eightcondronians all smile as they live their

lives. Some of them are shopping, some of them are driving

small hover cars, and some are enjoying the views of the

city.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

We live in a peaceful society of 8

eyed beings.

CUT TO

50 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY CASTLE BALCONY (FLASHBACK)

DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Ight walks onto

the balcony of the castle. The crowd of people CHEER for

Ight.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

My father Ight was the first and

only leader of Eightcondron.

FADE TO

51 INT. EIGHTCONDRON CASTLE’S BASEMENT FLASHBACK

In the castle basement Ight is watching the SORCERERS WAVING

their hands in the air.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

As a result of being leader, my

father demands the planet to create

8 powerful gems, representing our

planet’s might.

Out from the dust are the 8 gems. They FLOAT into the jewel

box, and Ight closes the box.

FADE TO
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52 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY CASTLE OPEN FIELDS BEHIND THE

CASTLE 8 MILLION YEARS LATER (FLASHBACK)

8 million years ago on Eightcondron Young Eigheron is

running in the open fields while playing with his toy

spaceship.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

It was a wonderful 8 million years

for my father being king, when

suddenly it all changed forever.

Suddenly Ight comes into the open fields. Young Eighteron

bumps into Ight and falls to the ground.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

My planet is under attack by some

invaders. So my father and I go

back into the castle where it’s

safe.

The SKY TURNS DARK and Young Eighteron is worried. The

Invading Ships come out from the sky and come FLOATING down

from the sky and FIRES LASERS to the ground.

Ight picks up Young Eighteron and run towards the castle.

FADE TO

53 INT. EIGHTCONDRON CASTLE’S BASEMENT FLASHBACK

Young Eighteron run down the stairs to the basement. He then

go under the staircase and goes into a fettle passion.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

My father wants me to hide in the

basement, while he handles the

situation on the outside. When

suddenly....

The ground SHAKES and DEBRIS falls from the ceiling.

Suddenly the glass case containing the 8 gems fall off the

top shelf and CRASHES onto the floor.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

The same gems we’ve made fall onto

the floor and causing beams of

different color light hits all 8 of

my eyes.

The 8 COLOR BEAMS come out from the gems and hit Young

Eighteron in the eyes. He SCREAMS in pain. Young Eighteron’s

eyes GLOW with 8 DIFFERENT COLORS.
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EIGHTERON (V.O)

Soon I gained laser vision, of

different varieties of powers.

FADE TO

54 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY CASTLE (FLASHBACK)

Young Eighteron runs out of the castle and into the streets.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

After the attack was over, I ran

outside and see what happened.

YOUNG EIGHTERON’S P.O.V

The Capital City is destroyed, the building are on fire and

the destroyed battle vehicles EXPLODE.

RETURN TO SCENE

Young Eighteron sees his father on the ground. He runs to

his father and hugs him.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

Everything was destroyed in my

city, and they took my father’s

life with. As a result of this, I

scream with rage causing lasers to

come out of my eyes.

Young Eighteron looks up into the sky and FIRES COLORFUL

BEAMS out of his eyes. Young Eighteron is surprise and shock

from firing those beams out of his eyes.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

From a result of my powers I knew

what I have to do.

Young Eighteron has a serious look on his face and knows

what he has to do.

FADE TO

55 INT. EIGHTCONDRON CASTLE THRONE ROOM (FLASHBACK)

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the

throne room all of the surviving civilians are gathered in

the throne room.

Young Eighteron walks up to the empty throne and sits on it.
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EIGHTERON (V.O)

As 1 of the survivor of my planet’s

massacre, I gathered all of the

remaining survivors into my castle

and declare that I will be the new

ruler of Eightcondron.

All of the civilians all kneel down for Young Eighteron.

FADE TO

56 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY CASTLE OPEN FIELDS

(FLASHBACK)

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the open fields

Young Eighteron throws punches and kicks in the air, while

his TRAINERS 10 8 eyed aliens are watching him.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

To be the new ruler of

Eightcondron, I have to be a

version of the ruler of the planet

in my own image. By training to be

the best.

Young Eighteron FIRES LASERS out of his eyes at the targets

in front of him. Young Eighteron FIRES LASERS out of his

eyes upward into the air, causing the laser fire to go

through the clouds.

CUT TO

57 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CORE OF THE PLANET (FLASHBACK)

In the planet’s core of Eightcondron, Eighteron is now an

adult now. He steps into a machine and grabs the bar above

him.

He pulls the bar down to him continuously lifting the entire

planet.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

When I got older, I gained the

strength to bench press my entire

planet.

CUT TO
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58 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY

The people in the streets of Eightcondron’s capital city

feel the SHAKING of the planet while Eighteron benches it.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

People on my planet’s surface feel

the shaking of me bench pressing

the planet.

FADE TO

59 EXT. EIGHTCONDRON CAPITAL CITY CASTLE (FLASHBACK)

All of the people on Eightcondron all kneel down onto the

ground.

Eighteron walks out of the castle who is wearing a cape and

has a serious look on his face.

He raises his left fist in the air and the others all raise

their left fist in the air.

EIGHTERON (V.O)

After my training, I become the

dictator of my home world. And my

first order of business is to take

over another planet.

BACK TO PRESENT

Eighteron turns his attention to General Rex, Betty and the

Galactic 4.

EIGHTERON

Now I’m here, I can finally take

over your world.

KNOCK OUT

(on the screen)

Not if we have anything to say

about that, we’re on our way to

stop you.

EIGHTERON

We’ll see about that

Eighteron eyes GLOW RED and FIRES RED LASERS from his eyes

right at the computer screen hitting it making the computer

screen EXPLODE.
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TRO

(mad)

Tro,Tro,Tro,Tro,Tro,Tro,Tro

Tro runs right at Eighteron and throws a punch right at him.

Eighteron blocks the punches Tro to the floor. Eighteron

raises his foot in the air and stomps down onto Tro. Tro

rolls over to dodge the stomp and throws an uppercut punch

at Eighteron, hitting him in the face. Tro FIRES LASERS out

of his eyes at Eighteron. Eighteron blocks the laser fire

while it SUCKS into his hand.

Eighteron walks up to Tro and throws a punch at him,

knocking him to the floor.

GENERAL REX

(to Betty)

Betty... Bring me the B.O.B

BETTY BILLS

Yes sir.

Betty Bills press a button on the control panel dropping the

B.O.B laser blaster down from the ceiling. General Rex

catches the B.O.B in both of his arms.

GENERAL REX

Eighteron, meet B.O.B Big

Obliterating Blaster.

General Rex FIRES A BIG LASER BLAST out of B.O.B and right

at Eighteron. Eighteron SUCKS up the LASER BLAST into his

eyes, and runs at General Rex and throws a punch at him.

General Rex blocks the punch with B.O.B and throws a kick

right at Eighteron. Eighteron dodges the kick and grabs

B.O.B out of General Rex’s hands and CRUSHES it into pieces.

GENERAL REX

Ahh screw it... Everyone attack.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Betty Bill grabs a

laser blaster off of the shelf and FIRES it at Eighteron.

Eighteron blocks the laser fire and throws a punch down onto

Betty. Betty leaps over Eighteron and throws a punch at him,

hitting him in the head. Eighteron grabs Betty and he throws

her off of him. Cosmocia WHIPS her whip and leaps into the

air.

COSMOCIA

This is for our friends. And Earth.

Cosmocia WHIPS her whip at Eighteron hitting him in th face.

Eighteron grabs her whip and FIRES LIGHTNING out his eyes

right at Cosmocia’s whip causing her to be ELECTROCUTED.
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COSMOCIA

AHHHHH!!!!

Cosmocia lets go of her whip, and throws a flying jump

kick at Eighteron hitting him in the face, and throws kicks

at punches all over his body. Eighteron pushes Cosmocia away

from him and throws a kick at her, making her SLAM against

the wall.

Captain Star COMBINES his sword and shield into the ULTRA

STAR, and swings it right at Eighteron hitting him sending

him flying and CRASHING through the wall. Eighteron gets out

through the hole and runs right at Captain Star.

EIGHTERON

(angry)

Feel the pain of Eighteron.

Eighteron leaps into the air and tackles Captain Star onto

the floor, causing Captain Star’s to be crushed by

Eighteron’s strength. Captain Star FIRES A LASER from the

Ultra Star right at Eighteron hitting him, sending Eighteron

flying off of him. Tro leaps into the air and body slams

onto Eighteron causing the ground to CRACK under pressure.

Eighteron pushes Tro off of him, and grabs him by the neck.

Tro FIRES LASERS out of his eyes at Eighteron. Eighteron

gets hit by the laser fire, but he didn’t flinch. He then

throws Tro through the air and Tro CRASHES into the wall.

EIGHTERON

You won’t stop me from my goal.

Tro charges out of the hole in the wall and throws a punch

at Eighteron. Eighteron catches Tro’s fist and throws Tro

onto the ground. Eighteron throws a punch at Tro, but he

blocked the punch and judo throws Eighteron right in the

middle of the floor.

GENERAL REX

let’s finish this.

SHOOTING STAR

Allow me.

Shooting Star FIRES A POWERFUL YELLOW LASER from his hands

right down at Eighteron. Eighteron SUCKS UP the laser blast

through his eyes. Shooting Star FLIES down and ZOOMS at

Eighteron. He throws a punch right at Eighteron.

Eighteron catches Shooting Star’s punch and throws a punch

at Shooting Star hitting him and knocking him to the floor.
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EIGHTERON

Prepare to know why they call me

Eighteron

General Rex takes out 2 laser blasters out of his pockets

and FIRE them at Eighteron. Eighteron blocks the laser fire

with his arm and runs at General Rex. General Rex

leaps onto Eighteron’s head and Eighteron punches General

Rex off of his face. Eighteron STOMPS onto General Rex and

kicks him across the room.

Cosmocia does a cart wheel and throws a flying jump kick at

Eighteron. Eighteron blocks her kick, and kicks her across

the room. Betty Bills throws a bomb at Eighteron, but he

catches the bomb and CRUSHES it, making it POP in his hand.

EIGHTERON

(mad)

Now I shall show you the power I

have when I suck all of your

powers.

Eighteron’s eyes GLOWS in rage.

CUT TO

60 EXT. AREA 1 TARMAC SUNSET

TENSE DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.A GIANT

BLAST come out of the building. General Rex and the others

come flying out of the building and fall onto the tarmac.

Eighteron walks out from the laboratory with his eyes

GLOWING.

EIGHTERON

(smirks)

I am powerful. I am deadly. I am

violent...I am Eighteron. You shall

not defeat me.

Everyone struggles to get up off from the ground. General

Rex takes out his remote and press the button on it causing

it to BEEP. Missile Launchers APPEAR from the top of the

buildings and FIRE the missiles right at Eighteron.

Eighteron eye’s GLOWED ORANGE and mad a FORCE FIELD to

APPEAR around him from his eyes. The Missiles hit the FORCE

FIELD causing them to EXPLODE on impact. As the SMOKE clears

Eighteron is still standing.
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EIGHTERON

You think that missiles shall stop

me.

GENERAL REX

(in pain)

I thought so?

Eighteron picks up General Rex in the air.

EIGHTERON

You have my word General, when I’m

done here, this world will be ruled

by the Eightcondron empire.

Eighteron throws General Rex to the ground. Betty slowly

crawls up to him while in pain.

EIGHTERON

And I hope that they will remember

you.

Eighteron’s eyes GLOW and they CHARGE UP.Suddenly an escape

pod falls down from the sky and crash lands onto Eighteron.

HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The hatch to the

escape pod opened, Martin, Jake, Fluffy, Rose McScott, Lila

X, Katelyn Reads, Wipeout, Kickerella, the President and her

2 secret service agents came out from the escape pod.

BETTY BILLS

(glad)

Rose.

CAPTAIN STAR

Marty.

TRO

Tro,Tro, Tro.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

Relax they won’t arrest you.

TENSE EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Eighteron push

off the escape pod off of him. Eighteron’s eyes GLOW RED

with rage.

EIGHTERON

(mad)

You asked for this.

Suddenly Eighteron gets hit by another escape pod. The hatch

to the other escape pod opens, and Paul, Bruce and Knock Out

come out from the pod.HEROIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND.
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ROSE MCSCOTT

(glad)

Paul, Bruce.

WIPEOUT AND KICKERELLA

(glad)

Knock Out.

Rose and the other Koalas hug Paul and Bruce, and Wipeout

and Kickerella both hug Knockout. Eighteron lifts up the

escape pod into the air and throws it right on a pile of

metal barrels causing them to EXPLODE on impact.

GENERAL REX

(to the president.)

Alright Mrs. President, get out of

here... we’ll take it from here,

you’ll find somewhere safe.

The 2 Secret Service Agents take President Linda Lance away.

Everyone goes into their fighting stances. Eighteron eye’s

GLOWS with rage.

PAUL

Everyone attack.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Eighteron

FIRES RED LASERS from his eyes. Everyone dodge the laser

fire and Martin and Bruce throw throwing stars at Eighteron.

Eighteron catches the throwing stars and CRUSHES them in his

hand. Jake and Fluffy throw flying jump kicks at Eighteron

hitting him in the head. Eighteron grabs both of their legs

and throws both of them to the ground.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(mad)

No body does that to my cuddly

koalas.

Rose ZOOMS up to Eighteron and grabs him. She raises him up

into the air and SPINS him around on her finger while

Eighteron SCREAMS from being spinned around by Rose. Rose

throws Eighteron around on the ground like a rag doll and

then throws into the air. Eighteron falls and CRASHES onto a

plane and falls to the ground. Eighteron gets up off of the

ground and picks up the plane.

EIGHTERON

My turn.

Eighteron grabs the plane and throws it down the tarmac

towards the koalas and the others. Bruce leaps through the
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air and kicks through the airplane. BRuce RIPS off the

plane’s wing and swings it at Eighteron. Eighteron punches

the wing out of Bruce’s hand and FIRES GREEN BEAMS out of

his eyes at Bruce. Bruce dodges it and presses a button on

his kuwa making it TRANSFORM into a high tech sledge hammer.

BRUCE

It’s hammer time!!!

Bruce RAPIDLY swings his hammer at Eighteron, hitting him

and causing pieces of his high tech hammer to BREAK off of

it. Eighteron throws a kick at Bruce, but Bruce catches his

leg and he TRANSFORMS into his beast mode. Bruce ROARS and

he throws Eighteron to the ground. Bruce leaps into the air

and Eighteron catches him by the shirt. He throws Bruce to

the ground and kicks him away from him.

Paul, Martin and Jake run towards Eighteron. Paul take out

his 3 section staff and presses a button on it TRANSFORMING

it into a KANABO. Jake takes out his tonfas and TRANSFORM

them into LASER BLASTERS.

JAKE

(smiles)

Man I like these weapons. Thanks

for making upgrades to them Marty.

MARTIN

(to Jake)

Not now Jakey, we have a fight on

our hands.

Martin press 2 buttons on his tokkas TURNING them into

PLASMA KATARS. The Kick Boxing Kangaroos throw flying jump

kicks at Eighteron. Eighteron punches all 3 of the kangaroos

knocking them to the ground. Martin swings his plasma

katars at Eighteron. Eigheron dodges 3 of the swings and

grabs onto 1 of Martin’s plasma katars and SUCKS the energy

from it, into him. Eighteron throws a punch at Martin, but

Martin catches his punch and judo throws Eighteron onto the

ground.

Jake leaps into the air and FIRES LASERS out of his laser

blasters at Eighteron. Eighteron blocks the laser fire with

his hand, and he SUCKS the laser fire into his hand.

Eighteron punches Jake in the chest and makes him falls to

the ground.

Paul twirls his kanabo and swings it at Eighteron. Eighteron

blocks the swing and SNAPS Paul’s kanabo in half. Paul SLAPS

his hands onto his legs 5 times and throws RAPID kicks at

Eighteron, hitting him all over his body. Eighteron FIRES

LASERS out of his eyes at Paul. Paul dodges the laser fire

and Rose comes up to Eighteron and her eyes GLOW WHITE.
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ROSE MCSCOTT

(Japanese subtitle

Power of Everything!

A FLASH OF WHITE LIGHT comes out of Rose. Eighteron SUCKS

the light into his body, and Rose’s body GLOWS WHITE and she

throws a punch at Eighteron. Eighteron throws a punch at

Rose’s punch and both of their punches hit each other,

causing the ground underneath them to CRACK under the

pressure. Rose throws a kick at Eighteron, making him GRIND

across the tarmac.

Fluffy, Lila and Katelyn throw rapid kicks at Eighteron,

hitting him all over his body and makes him stumbles

backwards. Eighteron grabs both of them and SLAM each other

together, and throws both of them to the ground.

KATELYN READS

(disguised)

This 8 eyed freak broke all of my

nails.

LILA X

Mine too.

FLUFFY

So as mine. This guys is going to

pay.

GENERAL REX (O.S)

Leave it to me girls.

General Rex puts on a metal glove on his right hand and

press a button on it making it LIGHT UP.

GENERAL REX

Taste the power of human beings.

General Rex runs at Eighteron and throws a powerful punch

right at Eighteron. Eighteron blocks the punch and General

Rex throws another punch at Eighteron, hitting him in the

chest. General Rex then throws a kick right at Eighteron’s

face, but Eighteron blocks the kick and pushes General Rex

to the ground and throws a kick at him, making him SKID

across the ground.

Eighteron FIRES a BLUE LASER from his eyes at General Rex.

Captain Star comes in front of him, and blocks the attack

with his star shape shield. Cosmocia leaps over Captain Star

and WHIPS her whip at Eighteron right into 1 of his eyes.

Eighteron stumbles backwards from the hit. Cosmocia and

Captain Star throw kicks at Eighteron and makes fall to the

ground.
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EIGHTERON

(mad)

Have you lost your mind.

FLUFFY

(mad)

As if, looks like you have no

mind when you are going to destroy

this world.

Eighteron leaps off of the ground and charges at Fluffy and

throws a kick right at her. Fluffy leaps over the kick and

throws a punch right at Eighteron hitting him in the head

causing BLOOD to come out from his face.

EIGHTERON

My turn.

Eighteron’s eyes GLOWS YELLOW AND FIRES LIGHTNING of them.

Everyone dodge the lightning and General Rex,Betty Bills,

Rose McScott, Katelyn Reads, Lila X, Captain Star, Shooting

Star and Tro FIRES LASERS right at Eighteron. Eighteron

SUCKS up the LASERS through his eyes.

Martin, Paul, and Bruce leaps into the air, and Paul swings

his kanabo right at Eighteron hitting him in the shoulder

and then the head and throws a triple kick right at his

chest causing CRACKS to appear on his chest armor. Lila

leaps into the air and throws a spin hook kick at Eighteron.

Eighteron gets hit by the kick and he throws a punch at

Lila. Lila leaps over Eigheron to dodge the punch and throws

a back flip kick at Eighteron, hitting him in the chest.

BRUCE

My turn.

Bruce throws a powerful flying jump kick right at Eighteron

hitting him in the chest, causing his chest armor to BREAK

into PIECES. Eighteron FIRES a GREEN LASER from his eyes,

Bruce dodges the laser blast as the laser hits a tank,

TURNING it into STONE.

Tro lifts up the tank and throws it right at Eighteron.

Eighteron FIRES ORANGE LASERS from his eyes making a FORCE

FIELD around him, causing the tank to hit the force field

BREAK IT INTO PIECES.

EIGHTERON

(grins)

It’s time for you all to be sucked

into a black hole.
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Eighteron FIRES PURPLE LASERS out of his eyes right causing

a BLACK HOLE TO APPEAR in front of him. The Black Hole then

SUCKS up the Koalas and the others. Everyone grabs hold onto

the ground, suddenly Rose lose her grip and gets sucked into

the black hole. Martin FIRE his GRAPPLING HOOK right at her,

wrapping it around her waste and Martin pulls her towards

him.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

Thank you Martin.

Lila X and Katelyn Reads both are being SUCKS into the black

hole. Jake and Bruce FIRE their grappling hooks right at

them, wrapping the grappling hooks around their waste and

they pulled them towards them.

SUDDENLY the BLACK HOLE DISAPPEARS and everyone flops onto

the ground. Eighteron’s eyes TURN BLACK and the Koalas and

the others got off from the ground.

PAUL

Get ready guys.

JAKE

For what?

LILA X

His black eye attack that can

making people appear in different

places.

EIGHTERON

(smiles)

How about a trip to the end of the

Universe for all of you.

Eighteron FIRES BLACK LASERS from his eyes, Bruce throws a

metal barrel right at the laser blast hitting the barrel,

making it DISAPPEAR.

BRUCE

(smiles)

Sorry 8 eyes you have to cancel

that trip.

EIGHTERON

(mad)

Fine, in that case you can’t fight

me if you can’t even see me.

Eighteron’s eyes GLOWS WHITE and FIRES the LASER BLAST right

at them hitting all of them.
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GENERAL REX

(eyes closed)

I can’t see.

BETTY BILLS

Me neither.

PAUL

It’s the white blast.

MARTIN

It made us blind.

Eighteron throws a punch right at Martin, and throws a kick

right at General Rex. He throws throws 3 more kicks right at

the Kick Boxing Kangaroos and throws a punch at Bruce,

hitting him and making him stumble backwards. Suddenly Paul

blinks twice and his vision returns to normal.

PAUL

(smiles)

Hey my vision is normal again.

Suddenly everyone else’s visions are back to normal. The

Kick Boxing Kangaroos all throw flying kicks right at

Eighteron hitting him in the legs, chest and head, causing

him to stumble backwards and hit the wall.

KATELYN READS

(to Eighteron)

Give up Eighteron you’re out

numbered.

EIGHTERON

I shall never surrender. Do you

know what happens if I fire each of

my laser eyes in order?

JAKE

I don’t know, your head will

explode.

BRUCE

That’ll be so cool.

EIGHTERON

(smiles)

Nope, I shall fire the Galactic

Armageddon.

Eighteron’s Eyes GLOWED,RED, BLUE, YELLOW, GREEN, ORANGE,

PURPLE, BLACK and WHITE. Eighteron FIRES a POWERFUL LASER

BLAST from his eyes right at the Koalas, and the others.
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General Rex press a button on his watch, causing a FORCE

FIELD to APPEAR and the POWERFUL LASER BLAST hits the force

field, making it REFLECT off of it, having the laser hit one

of the buildings causing it to EXPLODE.

KNOCK OUT

It doesn’t make his head explode,

but that just happened.

WIPEOUT

One blast, one big boom.

General Rex throws a flying jump kick right at Eighteron

hitting him in the face, and judo throws him onto the

ground. Eighteron punches General Rex off of him and Bruce

leaps into the air and throws a downward kick right onto

Eighteron hitting him in the chest. Eighteron FIRES RED

LASERS out of his eyes hitting Bruce knocking him off of

him.

EIGHTERON

(angry)

You shall never defeat me.

PAUL

Everyone attack at once.

Eighteron punches the ground causing the ground to SHAKE.

Eighteron picks up a giant piece of the ground and throws it

at the koalas and the others.

Tro leaps into the air and throws a punch at the giant piece

of the ground and making it BREAK INTO PIECES. Lila throws a

punch at Eighteron. Eighteron blocks the punch and throws a

counter punch at her, but she dodges the punch. Lila uses

her taser stick to SHOCK Eighteron, he gets shocked by the

taser stick and Lila then throws a triple kick at Eighteron

hitting him and Eighteron pushes her away from him.

Martin FIRES LASERS from his glasses and Jake FIRES LASERS

from his tonfas at Eighteron. Eighteron SUCKS it up with his

eyes and throws a kick at Martin and Jake. Fluffy, Betty

Bills, Rose McScott, Lila X, and Katelyn Reads all attacks

Eighteron from behind, making him lose his concentration on

sucking up the laser fire making them hit him instead.

SHOOTING STAR

Time for you to see stars.

Shooting Star uppercut punches Eighteron in the face,

causing SPARKLES to fly up into the air. Eighteron’s eyes

are closed shut.
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EIGHTERON

(angry)

Ahhhh, I can’t see.

SHOOTING STAR

(smiles)

Told you, you’re seeing stars and

you’re about to see some more.

Shooting Star throws punches at Eighteron hitting him in the

face. Shooting Star then FIRES A POWERFUL YELLOW LASER BLAST

out of his hands at Eighteron, hitting him sending him

sliding across the ground and SLAM into 3 military vehicles

causing them to EXPLODE on impact causing FLAMES to appear.

Through the FLAMES come out Eighteron with his ripped cloths

on.

PAUL

Let’s finish this.

Paul press a button on his kanabo causing his kanabo to

LIGHT UP BLUE and ELECTRICITY come out from it.Bruce come

beside Paul with a SMOKING HOLE on his shirt. He then takes

out his taser stick and his kuma and twirls both of them.

Captain Star welds the Ultra Star and Tro goes into his

fighting stances. Knock Out uses Martin’s plasma katars and

throws punches at Eighteron.

Eighteron gets hit by Knock Out’s punch and Eighteron throws

a kick at him, making him fall to the ground. Paul swings

his kanabo at Eighteron hitting him in the face and throws a

triple kick at him. Bruce SHOCKS Eighteron with his taser

stick and swings his kuma right at his legs. Lila throws a

tornado kick at Eighteron and then she throws an uppercut

punch at him, and then she grabs his arm and judo throws him

onto the ground.

CAPTAIN STAR

This is for Earth.

Captain Star FIRES AN ENERGY BLAST out of the Ultra Star

right at Eighteron, the BLAST hits Eighteron knocking him to

the ground. Tro leaps into the air and body slams into

Eighteron. Eighteron leaps off of the ground and catches

Tro, and throws him onto the ground. Captain Star FIRES

another LASER BLAST out of the Ultra Star right onto

Eighteron. Eighteron FIRES A LIGHTNING BOLT out of his eyes

hitting the LASER causing them to EXPLODE.

EIGHTERON

(angry)

I promise to my world, that your

world shall be part of our world,

by turing it into a mine.
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BRUCE

(mad)

We refuse to make that happen.

ROSE MCSCOTT

How do you look yourself in the

mirror every morning.

EIGHTERON

I destroy my mirror every morning.

Eighteron FIRES all of the LASERS out of his eyes at the

Koalas and the others. General Rex make a FORCE FIELD APPEAR

around him and the others, causing the lasers to REFLECT off

of the force field and goes into different directions.

General Rex DEACTIVATES the force field making it DISAPPEAR.

GENERAL REX

Time to show you why Earth rules.

General Rex throws a punch right at Eighteron. Eighteron

catches the punch and BREAKS General Rex’s arm. General Rex

SCREAMS from the pain and Eighteron throws a kick right at

him. Betty Bills leaps into the air and throws a flying jump

kick right at Eighteron hitting him in the face. Eighteron

grabs her leg and slams her onto the ground. Cosmocia WHIPS

her whip right at Eighteron. Eighteron grabs her whip and

pulls her in towards him, and Eighteron punches her in the

chest and launches her into the air.

BRUCE

(shouted)

Take this.

Bruce swings his kuwa right at Eighteron hitting him in the

face and throws a quintuple kick attack at Eighteron hitting

him. Eighteron throws Bruce onto the ground, Bruce grabs

Eighteron’s arm and he throws him onto the ground. Paul

swings his kanabo down onto Eighteron. Eighteron catch the

kanabo and CRUSHES it with his hands. Paul,Martin, Jake, the

Kick Boxing Kangaroos all SLAP their legs 5 times and throw

the Rapid Hurricane Impact Kicks right at Eighteron hitting

him all over his body.

Paul, Martin, Jake, and the Kick Boxing Kangaroos leaps of

of Eighteron. Eighteron stumbles after being hit by the

kicks. Fluffy, Lila and Katelyn throw flying jump kicks at

Eighteron, making him stumble backwards and almost hit the

ground.

EIGHTERON

(tire)

I... Won’t.... Fall!!!!!

(CONTINUED)
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Tro tackles Eighteron to the ground and then lifts him up

into the air and throws. Rose, Katelyn Reads, and Lila X all

throw flying kicks right at Eighteron hitting him knocking

him to the ground. Eighteron struggles to get himself back

up off from the ground.

Rose’s eyes GLOW WHITE and goes into her fighting stances.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(Japanese subtitle)

Power of Everything!!

Rose FIRES a WHITE BEAM OF ENERGY out of her hands at

Eighteron, hitting him and causing him to SKID on the

ground.

GENERAL REX

(mad)

Get down and stay there.

EIGHTERON

(angrily shouts)

I shall not fall!!!

Eighteron leaps off of the ground and he FIRES RED LASERS

and LIGHTING out of his eyes at the koalas and the others.

The Koalas and the others dodge the attack

Suddenly Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE. Paul looks up into

the sky and dozens of Milky Way Protection Organization

fighter spaceships.

The fighter spaceships all FIRES LASERS right down onto

Eighteron, hitting him and Eighteron gets pelted by laser

fire. Eighteron FIRES LASERS out of his eyes at some of the

fighter spaceships, hitting them and causing them to fall

and CRASH onto the ground.

Suddenly the Koalas, and the others all throw flying jump

kicks at Eighteron hitting him and make him fall to the

ground.

FORCER 1 (O.S)

(radio)

It’s all over from here, your world

is saved.

The Milky Way Protection Organization Fighter Spaceships fly

back into the sky. The Koalas and the others walk up to

Eighteron

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

(to Eighteron)

So... what are you going to do now?

EIGHTERON

(tired)

I...surrender.

JAKE

(glad)

Awesomongo

Jake hi fived Bruce.

FADE TO

61 INT. MILKY WAY PROTECTION ORGANIZATION COURTROOM LATER

In the courtroom of the Milky Way Protection Organization,

the Koalas and the others are in the courtroom along with

President Linda Lance, with Eighteron wrapped in metal,and

having a FORCE FIELD around him.

FORCER 1

(commands)

All Rise for the Judge.

Everyone in the courtroom all stand up, and the Judge comes

out and set onto her throne.

THE JUDGE

Please be seated.

Everyone sits back down into their seats.

THE JUDGE

(to Eighteron)

Eighteron, you stand accused of

threatening to destroy planet

Earth, invading a human populated

planet, taking over other planets

in the Universe for your own use

and becoming a dictator to your

home planet and treating your

people like garbage. I sentence you

for life... turned into stone and

sucked into the back hole. Do you

have anything to say before we do

that?
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EIGHTERON

Yes, there will be a time that I

shall come back and to complete my

goal... and I shall never rest

until I succeed.

DRAMATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Judge raises

her giant gavel into the air. Her gavel turn GREEN, and the

judge swings it down onto Eighteron, turning him into a

stone statue.

A TRAP DOOR opened and sending Eighteron down the trap door.

CUT TO

62 EXT. OUTER SPACE MILKY WAY PROTECTION ORGANIZATION

The Eighteron statue FLOATS out from the organization

station and drifts into the black hole and gets SUCKED into

it.

FADE TO

63 EXT. WASHINGTON D.C WHITE HOUSE ROSE GARDEN DAYTIME THE NEXT

DAY.

MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.At the white house

in the rose garden, the Koalas, Rose McScott, Lila X,

Katelyn Reads, Betty Bills, the Judge and General Rex are

having tea with the president.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

(smiles)

Well this is a first for Earth,

having aliens come to save our

planet, having it to become part of

an intergalactic organization, and

also having 5 brave heroes and

their allies to save Earth from a

mad titan.

JAKE

I know right, having tea with the

president.

BRUCE

And having medals of honer, for

defeating Eighteron.
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FLUFFY

Speaking of Eighteron, what will

happen to his home planet?

THE JUDGE

I am sending a robotic diplomat to

the planet to run it until the

planet elects their new leader.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

I am so proud of you all. Risking

your lives to save our world.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Same here, as a mother of 5 heroic

Koalas, I say that they did great

on saving Earth.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

And now I want to show you all to

the world.

GENERAL REX

(disagrees)

We don’t think so.

MARTIN

Just that, we are not ready to do

that.

PAUL

We prefer to keep our secret until

the day we are ready for the day

will come, when you revel ourselves

to the world.

PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

So you like to keep this a secret

for a while?

JAKE

(smiles)

Yes we do, but in the mean time,

I’ll have more of these crumpets.

Jake takes out his taco shell from his pocket and put 3

crumpets into it. Everyone started to LAUGH.

JAKE

(smiles)

What I like tacos.
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PRESIDENT LINDA LANCE

(smiles)

Very well. I shall keep this a

secret from the public for now.

PAUL

(smiles)

Thank you Madam President.

FADE TO

64 EXT. OUTER SPACE MOMENTS LATER

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. An escape pod fly

across space and headed towards Eightcondron.

CUT TO

65 INT. ESCAPE POD MOVING

Yagg and Titen are in the escape pod. Titen is at the wheel

and Yagg is sitting next to her.

TITEN

So, with Eighteron gone and his

plan failed... what do we do from

here?

YAGG

We’ll finish... what he started.

TITEN

(agrees)

I agree...we will make our planet’s

army more powerful.

YAGG

And to find Eighteron and make him

lead our army again.

They both smiles evilly.

FADE TO

66 INT. PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL’S LAIR LATER

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.At Professor Steel

Skull’s Lair, the Professor is up at computer reading the

headline.
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PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Excellent, now that Eighteron is

gone, I can continue my quest for

world domination.

Professor Steel Skull CLICKS on the X button on the

computer, causing the screen to CLOSE DOWN.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Or better, how about universal

domination

Professor Steel Skull, presses a button on his keyboard to

make a map of the Universe to APPEAR on the computer screen.

CRABBY

So your new plan is to take over

the Universe?

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Yes. And since Eighteron is from a

planet millions of light years away

from Earth, it’s time to dominate

the Universe. Along with the Earth

as well.

IVAN THE POACHER

But how can you find time to do

that?

Professor Steel Skull turns around to Ivan the Poacher.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

I am smart, I’m already on it.

Professor Steel Skull’s eyes GLOWS RED.

FADE TO BLACK


